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OP'ration
Infiltration

Security found lax in some RCs

"The Mrtrray

BY LISA WHEAT

Slutc News'' cott-

News EDITOR

dttcted an e:rperi·

meutjrom 6:30 to
7:30p.m. Monday to see the fea-

sibility of walking
ittto 11 resideuliol
co/lr.ge without
an escort.
Here's tllllat we

found;

Lashaun Bransford, freshman from
Fulton, said she feels safe in her residential college.
"We live in Hester - it's very
secure," she said. "You have to have
your IDs to get in the door."
Most students would probably agree
that Hester has a reputation for strict
security.
"And most of the time ii you didn't
have it (your ID), you're not getting
in," Starlise Stokes, freshman from
Fort Campbell, said.
But "The Murray State News" staff

for the other residential colleges were
not available for comment.
Matt Kovach, Hester College RD,
said he was surprised a visitor walked
into the residential college without
being stopped to sign in.
"That is an exception to the rule," he
said. "I am fairly confident that doesn't happen with great regularity in the
building, but I1L definitely talk about
that with the staff again."
Before she knew about 'The News"
experiment, Director of Housing and
Residence Life Paula Hulick said ccud
access, security cameras, locking room
doors, 24-hour desk coverage and

members have foWld getting past desk
workers in Hester and other residential colleges is a fairly simple task.
Four staff members tested the security
in the colleges Monday from 6:30 to
7:30 p.m. and foWld their way into
every college.
In Hester College, "The Murray
State News" staff member followed a
resident in the door and walked past
the front desk without a sign of protest
from the worker.
Hester, White, Clark, Springer,
Regents and Franklin residence directors all said guests must sign in at the
front desk, leave their IDs and be
escorted throughout the building. RDs

Please sec SECURITY/17

Ryan Brooks/The News

A sign on the Regents College front door states the policy for
visitors entering the residential college.

LOREE STARK
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

The Stats

• Has li\red on
campus two

years
• WOI'ewhite.TshiJ"t, flared
l<ha1<i p!ltlts, Poe
Marten bOots,

The secrets
of his success

tortoiseshell
glasses.
• Carried note-

bOOk V~oith
papers and car
keyli

H.1..rt The west
'stairwell door
"V~o-as

ajar and

wouldn't dose
and lock completf'ly. Doors at
all seven tlights
of stairs Wert-.

unlocked. Bolli
front doors were
unlocked and
:;he walked in
past the front

d,esk. She alsu
got in the east
entrance.

Springer. The
front door was
unlocked,
walked past the
d~sk

worker and

•Next weeks
3DoorsDown
concert is
Tuesday. See
page 12for
details.

Baker reaches for-.stars,
brings them to Murray
In an en gaging ' voice
masked by a warm, charming
smill, Student Government
Association Concerts Chair
Curtis Ba.ker explained the
secret behind Murray State's
crowded fall entertainment
schedule.
"It's aU about who you know," he said.
And tl\afik$ to a combination of Baker's

exited tlu:o~
east door. That

door locked
when closed.

Regents: She
noti~ed

several
posters detailing
the visitor esLort
policy. None of

the three de$k
workers protest-

ed as she rode
the elevator to
the third floo1
and exited
through the door.
fadngWhite
College. That

door locked
when it dosed.
White: The
lefN!ide door
was ajar and she
went in. She
forcefully
• pushed on the
door later and it
closed ilnd
locked. She went
in through the

front door and
recognized the
front desk worker so didn't try

to go farther.
The center back
door was locked.
One that was
labeled "Private''
opened wilh
e<)se and she
shut it quickly.

Cont. on Page 17

Financial aid key issue for college students in 2000 election
BY SHELLEY S TREET

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOII

MU{ray State students, regardless of
political affiliation, are unanimous
when it comes to what the most important issue of this year's election should
be.·
"The pocketbook, for students,
would be the first concern," I<ip
Roberts, senior from Paris, Tenn., said.
Students want to know about the
candidates' plans for financing college,
including what tax breaks would be
available to them. They also addressed
other concerns they would like the candidates to voice an opinion on.
The day after Republican presidential candidate George W. Bush and
Democratic presidential candidate A1
Gore debated in Boston, representatives from both campaigns answered
for them.

(\~PWS

A release from the Victory 2000
Bush/Cheney campaign details the
Republican plan, which focuses largely
on changes to the Pell grant program.
According to the press release, "Governor Bush's plan will fully fund the
Pell grant program for first-year students by increasing the maximum
grant amoWlt to $5,100 from its current
level of $3,300.''
The plan would also offer $1,000
extra in Pell grants 'to students who
pass Advanced Placement math and
science exams or college level courses
while in high school.
Other aspects of the Bush plan
include expanding tax-free education
savings accounts to a $5,000 annual
limit per child, up from the current
$500 limit, granting tax exemption to
prepaid tuition plans and establishing
a $1.5 billion "College Challenge"
Grant, which would cover one-third of

ViewPoint

The University increased its
contribution to faculty
health insurance by $85,000,
but some are displeased
they were left out of the
planning process.
•see Page 6

Krista Matheny
explains why a
woman's body is
something to be
appreciated and
honored.

'

state costs to begin a merit scholarship
program.
Jonathan Beeton, Kentucky press secretary for the Gore/Lieberman 2000
campaign, said the democratic plan
focuses on tax breaks that would go
directly to citizens instead of helping
them through grant programs.
"A1 Gore has proposed to make up to
$10,000 a year tax deductible," he said.
"He would offer up to $500 billion in
targeted tax cuts to help working and
middle class families pay for college
and child care and save for retirement."
Gore also calls for a 401(J) program
for college savings, similar to the
401(1<) plan already in place for retirement savings.
"Essentially, when you had a child
you could start saving for the chil;'s
tuition and all of that money would be
tax free from that account," Beeton

.u

Nashville-? Loui$ville? St.
Louis? Memphis?E'Check
1
out this special sP'i-ead tor
the best road trip on Fall ..,11

•see Page 5

W ITH
KENTUCKY'S
EIGHT
ELECTORAL
VOTES
THOUGHT TO
BE KEY IN THE

Nov. 7
PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION,
CANDIDATES
ARE VYING
FOR COll EGE
STUDENTS'

SUPPORT.

Please see ISSUES/17

Sports

Collegef,i/e

' Bteak~lu +

said. "And as long as you used it for
education, the interest used on it
would also be tax free."
More public education fWlding was
an issue on the mind of Amy Bowling,
senior from Paducah. She also was concerned about a future shortage of
teachers and low pay for them.
"The way the public schools are now,
they don't work,'' she said.
Both candidates have plans that
address these concerns. Bush and Gore
agree that smaller class sizes are needed, and both have teacher recruitment
plans in place.
Students are also aware of an issue
that wiU not affect them until many
years after graduation. They are concerned about Social Security benefits.
So are the candidates.
"YoWlg people polled a few years
ago said they thought they were more

f

•see Page 8 and 9

The Murray State
Racers lost to the
Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers 48-38
in this year's
"Battle for the Red
Belt."
see Page 13

Check out our official
site on the Internet,
www.thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.

e

=
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Forecast

NEWS EDITOR: USA WHEAT
AssiSTANT NEWS EDITOR! SHEU.fY STREET
PHONE:

Today:
High: 62
Low: 43
Saturday:
Mostly cloudy
High: 51
LOW: 29
Sunday: Partly
cloudy
High: 47
Low: 23
Monday:
Partly cloudy
High: 50
Low: 31
Tuesday:
Partly cloudy
High: 57
Low: 40
Wednesday:
Partly cloudy
High: 67
Low:48

The 23rd aru:'l ual Festival of
Champions Marching Band Competition w ill be held Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium. Thirteen high
school bands from Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana and Missouri will
compete at the day-long event.
The Murray State Racer Band will
be showcased in two different performances at 3 and 9 p.m.
Preliminary competition begins
at 11:30 a.m. and final competition
begins at 6 p.m. Combination tickets for both preliminaries and finals
are $7 for adults and $5 for children
under 12. Single session tickets are
$5 for adults and $3 for children
under 12.

Organ donation infonnation
to be presented Thursday
Information on organ donation
and how it relates to the black com·
munity will be presented on Thursday at 7 p.m. in the C urris Center
Barkley Room.
The program is sponsored by
Kappa Alpha Psi in cooperation
with Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates (KODA).
The program is free and open to
the public.

Faculty celebrate their
achievements tonight
~rce: Nallonal

Wealher SeMc:e

The Faculty Club will host a party
to honor achievements in service
teaching and research tonight from
7 to lO at the Faculty Club at 309 N.

NEWS
How to
reach us

October 6, 1000

am pus

762-.44 68

University hosts annual
Festival of Champions

The Hurray State News

14th St.
The Murray Alliance of Collegiate Educators is sponsoring the
event. AU facu lty are invited.

Voter registration deadline
Monday for Nov. 7 election
The deadline to register to vote in
the upcoming presidential election
is Monday; however, since Monday
is Columbus Day, voters may want
to check with their county clerk's
office for the holiday office schedule.
Voter registration cards that are
m ailed must be postmarked no
later than 2 p.m. Saturday because
Monday is a federal holiday.
The deadline for requesting a
mailed paper absentee ba llot is Oct.
31.

Voters who are going to be out of
the county d uring all ho urs the
polls are open on Election Day and
who do not qualify for a mailed
paper ballot may vote in the county
clerk's office on a voting machine.
This voting may take place at least
12 working days prior to the election.
The 2000 general election is
Nov.7.

Hazel Celebration features
chili, gospel music
The 11th annual Hazel Celebration will begin tonight with a concert by the gospel music Canaanland Quartet at 6 on the fron t porch
of Tooter's Antique Mall.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762·3175

E-Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu

...
Ryan Brooks/The New s

Pulling for the cause:

Sigma Chi members throw their weight into a game of tug-of-war
against Lambda Chi Alpha. The event was part of an effort to raise money for Alpha Delta Pi's philanthrop}~ the Ronald McDonald House.
Saturday's events include the Little Miss and Mr. Hazel Pageant at
9:30 a.m., an open car show with
registration at 8 a.m. and judging at
l2:30 p.m ., a qu ilt auction at 3 p.m.,
live country and gospel music, an
old-fashioned cake walk, arts and
crafts booths, a flea market, free
horse and buggy rides and a wash·
er pitching contest.

A new event will be a community
parade, beginning at 12:30 a .m. at
Hazel Baptist Church and continuing north on Third Street.
For more information, phone 270492-8796.

Two career fairs scheduled
A general career fair for all majors
will be Oct. 18 from 10 a.m. to 2

p.m . in the Curris Cen ter Ballroom.
A fair for students in the journalism
and mass communications department w ill be Monday at 4 p.m . in
the Curris Center Ballroom.

Gampus Briefly is compiled by Shelley
Street, assista11t news editor, a11d Brandi Williams, assistant college life
editor.

"THE MURRAY STATE N EWS O NLINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT WHICH
GOES INTO EACH f RIDAY'S EDITION OF " THE MURRAY STATE N EWS." " THE N EWS
ONLINE" IS UPDATED EACH THURSDAY NIGHT.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
College Life: http:// www.thenews.org/ life.htm
VI8WPOtiit: http:/ / www.thenews.org/ opinion.htm
Sports: http.//www.thenews.org/spo rts.htm
Online: http://www.thenews.org/o nline.htm

www.thenews.org

Welcome to "Top-Down U" where the
administration makes all decisions. For example,
who decided to reward faculty for participation
in the Residential College program?

0
0

EverYOne is invited to come out to the Trl Slama House 0605 Miller StJ for a 2reat
time and helP raise moneY for Robbie Paae Memorial. There will be food, fun.
music. and tons to do for a l!ood cause. Come join ustu

TONIGHT 6Pm-tam
for questions contact the Sii!ma house @ 759·9055.

~#J-13/'U;4/(

·~

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TlAA-CREF.
And for good reasons:
• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
• A solid htstory of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus. a full range of flexible retirement income options
For decades. TlAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country 1nvest ferand enjoy-successful retirements.

THE TIAA·CREF

ADVANTAGE
Investment Expertise
Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with the leader: TIAA·CREF.

(j~f3

(jet your copy of '''Ifie Murray
State 9\[g,ws" on %urscfay.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref.or

For more complete tnformat1on on our secunt~ products. please calll 800 842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read !hem carefully
before you 1nvest • TIAA·CREF lndtvidual and Institutional ServiCes, Inc. distnbu.tes the CREF and liAA Real Estate va~ amutties, • Teachers
Personal Investors SeMces. Inc. distnbutes the Personal AnnUJttes vanable annu1ty component, mutual funds and tu1t1on savul<JS agreemen.ts •
TlAA and TIAA.CREF Ufe Insurance Co • New York, NY, issue insurance and annUities. • TIAA·CREF TMt Company, FSB proYides trust seMCes.
•Investment products are not FDIC insured,

lose value and are not bank guaranteed. C 2000TIAA.CREF 08103
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NBC employs MSU
student for veep
debate at Centre
BY G REG STARK

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
All Sarah Higdon did was fill out an application.
Her application, coupled with a phone call a
few weeks ago from Lexington public relations
firm Preston Osborne, were all she needed to
L------'---~ assure her a spot to work in last night's vice
SARAH HIGDON presidential debate at Centre College in
sen~:rom Mayfield Danville.
I WAS
Higdon, senior from Mayfield, volunteered
INTERESTED IN for NBC News as a runner. She said she spoke
JUST GOI~G TO with a friend a few months ago about helping
with the debate in Danville.
THE DEBATE
When official word came a few weeks ago
ANYWAY. I WAS that the debate was on, Higdon soon received
REALLY EXCITED notification from Preston Osborne that she had
TO BE GIVEN THE been chosen to work for the debate.
,
"I have a friend that's working for the public
OPPORTUNITY.
relations firm that is running the debate/' H igdon said. "£ spoke with her about the debate,
and she said the best way for anyone to work
with the debate is to volunteer. After it was
determined that they would have the debate,
she called and said that they had this position
open for me."
Originally, Higdon was not interested in volunteering for the debate, just attending.
"I was interested in just going to the debate
anyway," she said. "I was really excited to be
given the opportunity. "
Higdon is a Student Government Association
Judicial Board member. SGA President Michael
Thome said this opportunity would be huge for
her.
"
"With the field she wants to go into, it's
invaluable for her to work with the debates," he
said. "It's nice to have someone work behindthe-scenes at this debate. It reflects on the University well as a whole."
Higdon's family has been involved in politics
for a long time. Her uncle, Greg Higdon, is a former member of the Kentucky legislature.
Because she is from Graves County, she a lso has
been able to go to the annual Fancy Farm picnic,
a traditional political stump held each .summer
as a charitv
event. '
' ..
J_
•
• ....
Higdon said she was excited about this opportunity for herself and for Danville.
"I know that the people at Centre have been
working really hard," she said. "I think it will be
good for the state. I think it's going to be exciting. I don't know what to expect. I think it will
be a good experience for me."

3
\

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Sept. 28

Saturday, Sept. 30

6:59 p.m. A caller reported
smoke coming from a College
Courts laundry room. The fire
department was advised. There
was no fire. It was a broken hot
water line causing a lot of steam.
7:24 p.m. A caller reported children throwing rocks from a hill
by Dixieland Shopping Center
into the Facilities Management
parking lot. A University vehicle
had a broken windshield. An
officer talked with two juveniles.
It is under investigation.
11:17 p.m. A caller reported her
vehicle was vandalized in the
Hart College parking lot.
11:50 p.m. A person was cited for
improper use of blue lights in the
residential college circle north of
Hart College.

12:03 a.m. It was requested that
Stewart Stadium lights be turned
on so that the Life Flight helicopter could respond to an emergency.
2:30 a.m. An alcohol violation
was reported at Hart College.
3:09 a.m. Non-student jarrod
Guinn was arrested for driving
under the influence and possession of alcohol by u minor at
Springer College.
"
2:11 p.m. An officer issued a ticket for a traffic stop on Payne
Street in front of White College.
8:30 p.m. There was a 911 call
from an Elizabeth College room,
with two hang-ups upon
answering. People were arguing
in the background. A resident's
teen-age brother was having an
argument with another signed in
guest. Everything was OK.
8:46 p.m. Handlebars were taken
off a bicycle at Public Safety.
9:10 p.m. Someone at Stewart
Stadium reported prank calls.

Friday, Sept. 29
9 a.m. An alcohol violation was
reported at Springer College.
11:20 a.m. A bicycle theft was
reported at the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
4:19 p.m. A bicycle theft was
reported at Public Safety.
4:50 p.m. A Hart College resident reported harassing phone
calls.
5:13 p.m. A bicycle theft was
reported at the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
6:11 p.m. A College Courts resident reported harassing phone
calls.
10:01 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
asked to meet with a University
police officer because someone
in Elizabeth College had thrown
a lit cigarette at her from an open
window.
11:31 p.m. Someone reported
being hit from a bottle being
thrown from a person driving a
car on Main Street.

Sunday, Oct. 1
2:26a.m. University Police were
assisting the city police department at the Alphil Tau Omega
house parking lot. City police
arrested Christopher A. Burgar,
non-student, on charges of possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia.

Monday, Oct. 2
12:58 a.m. A ceiling leak in Hester College's seventh floor south
bathroom was draining into a
bathtub. The leak might have
been coming from a sprinkler
system located near an electrical
outlet.
5:07 p.m. A caller reported an
occupied elevator stuck on the

Hester College fourth floor. The
elevator began working again
before assistance was needed.
11:57 p.m. A caller reported an
electrical problem on the Hester
College seventh floor west hall.
The lights kept going off.

Tuesday, Oct. 3

cooked food in the Elizabeth
College first floor kitchen was
out upon arrival of the fire
department. The department
cleared smoke.
:
I

VVednesda~Oct.4
12:04 a.m. A truck at Regents
and White colleges was making
a noise disturbance. The driver
was asked to keep the noise
down.
1:13 a.m. A person reported
water was thrown on him and a
companion from the Hart College fourth floor. An officer
walked along the fourth floor.
Housing will file a report.
'
3:52 a.m. A student asked to be
let into a Doyle Fine Arts Center
room, but was declined because
the name was not on a list.

11:04 a.m. An individual collapsed and was possibly having
a seizure in Faculty Hall room
307. A white male in his early 20s
was alert and conscious when an
officer arrived on the scene, but
he was taken by ambulance to
the hospital to have his blood
levels Checked.
2:11 p.m. A female Springer College student reported inappropriate contact with a male
Franklin College student. She
did not wish to file a report for
now.
VVednesda~Oct.4
5:12 p.m. A caller reported he 10:40 a.m. A car in the Hester
found the bicycle he reported College lot was vandalized.
stolen last Friday. He had report- 1:30 p.m. A minor was reported
ed the theft to a residential col- with alcohol at Richmond College. The residential college had lege.
no record of the report. The 1:30 p.m. A Springer College rescaller was advised by an officer ident r~ported theft of clothes.
to find his proof of ownership
12 p.m. A Springer College resiand if presented that the bicycle
dent asked to talk to an officer
would be recovered for him.
about a stalker. She did not wish
5:26 p.m. The White College
to file a report for now.
west side card access was report3:06 p.m. A student had a seizure
ed to be dragging and hard to
in Wilson Hall room 308 and was
open.
7:12 p.m. A caller reported two taken to the hospital.
male juveniles leaving the Doyle 10:04 p.m. A student came to
Fine Arts Center sculpture lab Public Safety to report harassing
with cans of spray paint. They communication.
left through the back door on
BMX bicycles. Officers checked Racer Escorts - 21
Motorist Assists - 7
the area, but found no one.
8:13 p.m. A Springer College resident reported being harassed by Police Beat is compiled by Shelley
a male front desk worker. She Stret•f, assistaut m•ws editor, from
declined to press charges at this t1111terials pnwicted by Public Safety.
All dispatched calls are not
time.
10:49 p.m. A fire from over- lll'Ct'ssarilylistrd.

Cunningham released on property bond ·
I

STAFF REPORT

Ray Cunningham, senior
from Louisville, was released
from Calloway County Jail on
Monday.
Wilbert Manion of Louisville
posted the bail in the form of a
property bond.
The property bond is one of

four ways to post bail. The
pro~rty must be valued at
double the bail amount, which
for Cunningham was $10,000.
The property cannot be sold
until Cunningham either pleads
to the charges or the case is dismissed.
Cunningham, a Racer basketball team starter, was arrested
Sept. 28 on felony charges of

Who's Who

2000 •01 Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges
Applications available inthe Office of Student Affairs
OrdwayHall- 6831
Eligibility : 3.0GPA; Graduatingin Dec. 2000, May orAug., 2001
Demonstrated Campus and Community Leadership
and Involvement

sexual abuse, burglary and
unlawful imprisonment.
The charges stem from an
investigation ofr. at least two
separate incidents that allegedly occurred in the early hours of
Sept. 23 in Regents College.
One girl who filed a complaint had known Cunningham
for three years, according to an
affidavit.

Murray State Athletics Direc-:
tor E.W. Dennison said alcohol '
was poss1bly involved in the!
alleged incident.
A prkl1minary hearlng'1 for:
Cunningham is scheduled for '
10 a.m. Oct. 24 in the Callowav
County District Court.
'
Cunningham is suspended
from the basketball team until
he is cleared of the charges.

Cheryl's Little House
of Herbs and things for the craft
*New Age Shop

*

DEADLINE: OCT. 27

AI\IVOI\IE WITH UI\IPAID
LATE I;HAR6E!i•••

We're Wiping The Slate Clean!
WE ARE 6011\16 TO
WAIVE ALL FEE!i!*

Free Preview
Prime Time Schedule
ffiiDAY. OCTOBER tl
8pm
A Civil Action
10pm
Austin Powers: The Spy
Who Shagged Me

VIDEO S U PER S TORE

714 N. 12th St.

753-7670

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7
8pm
For love oi thr. Game
10:30pm Bowflnger

JCPenney Shopping Center
*Fees~ II be waived up to $100.00 maximum in the
last l2 month time

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8
Bpm
The Sixth Sense
10pm
The Mummy
ITARZI ond IMSTARZ' looo . . ~-ol - · Enco<o li.C MOVIES. MOVIES, t<EW H1T
MOVIES ond Fftl on STAAl!. ~ on ST4RZI . . _...
kematbda..-~LLC

sNbs

-

p

::

=

Al.-.-,.,.1

753-5312
401 Olive St.
Murray, KY 42071
Fax: (270) 753-6494

We Lo'\le t.o !iee You Flt.l

ViewPoint

•
VIEWPOINT EDITO•: LOREE STARK

4

PHoNE: 762-4.468

;·.Question
the
Week

Precautions
not up to par
Our View
Issue:
THE RESIDENTIAL

How do you feel
about the security in
the residential
colleges?

COLLEGE
PRECAUTIONS
AND
PROCEDURES
ARE NOT
CONSISTENT.
POSITION:

SruDENT DESK
WORKERS NEED

#I

THINK OURS

(SPRINGER) IS

GOOD.

11

CAREFUL ABOUT
WHO THEY

AU.OW ACCESS
TO IN THE
RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGES.

CHIUSTINA lEen
Junior, Pafl8ma City, Fla

11

1THINK IT'S

FUNNY THAT THEY
HAVE
SECURITY CAMERAS
BUT THEY KEEP OUR
BACK OOOR
UNLOCKED.

"I

11

USED TO FEEL

SAFE.

I GUESS

IT'S STILL SAFE
COMPARED TO

•

OTHER
COLLEGES.

11

''I FEEL THE
SECURITY IS
ADEQUATE FOR THE
AMOUNT OF
CRIMINAL
ACTIVITY ON
11

CAMPUS .

frsshman, Madtsonvlite

11

SECURITY?"

lAARY WURTH

senior, Mayfield

Loree Stark/The News
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Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
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"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students u: ·der the advisershlp of
Joe Hedges. Op1n1r s expressed are those
of the editors and other signed writers.
These opin1ons do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the University. This is an official publication of Murray
State Univers•ty.

On Monday night,
"The Murray State
News" sent four members of its editorial
board to conduct an
experiment
titled
"Operation
Infiltration."
The mission: to check
security procedures in
the residential colleges,
such as locked doors
and visitation policies.
Dressed
in
their
everyday wear, these
staff members attempted to find every possible
way to enter each residential college. They
also attempted to pass
the front desk of each
college without being
questioned.
The results speak for
themselves.
Clearly, this was no
"Mission: Impossible."
In at least one instance
at every residential college, one of our staff
members passed the
front desk and made it
to the elevator without
being questioned.
Our male staff member even made it past
the Springer front desk
without comment from
the desk workers.
The visitation policy
at every residential col-

lege is consistent. Every
visitor must sign in at
the front desk, leave an
ID and be escorted at in
the building at
times.
On Monday night,
however, the actions of
the RAs and the residential colleges desk
workers were consistent, as well. No one
was stopped, no IDs
were left and no escorts
accompanied our staff
members in the residential colleges.
The purpose of this
experiment was not to
turn Murray State's residential colleges into
maximum security prisons.
We do not want students to feel like they're
trapped in their own
home; however, we do
want to see the workers
at the residential colleges deliver on Housing's promises.
We want to see consistency in security precautions in all of the residential colleges.
Hester College residents have one entrance
into the college and
must swipe their ID
through a box to obtain
access to the building.
Hart College residents
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can enter at least five
ways. Sure, Hart has a
swipe box by the front
door just like Hester,
but both of the doors
were propped open.
Murray is a relatively
safe campus; how.ever,
the inconsistencies with
the security procedures
in the residential colleges have been over-

looked by Housing and
may serve as an open
invitation to anyone
with malicious intent.
Reform is overdue for
the residential college
security systems.
Card swipe boxes and
call boxes ·are precautions that arc in place at
the residential colleges.
They need to be used.

?

c iZ ,fi!·,c~~e .

Most of all, we would
like to see the desk
workers be a little more
cautious about who
they allow to pass their
desk, no matter what
the visitors' appearances.
Just keep this in mind:
Most criminals don't
arrive in clothes indicating their intentions.

•Your Views
de is going to go.
to see his words in print. The
Since "The Murray State goal of coherent men and
News" has stipulated that women should be equality, and
To the Editor:
responses can be of no more it is such antiquated notions
than 300 words, I won't point and language that have caused
I just wanted to let you know out every example of sexist lan- women to bt:.> subjugated in the
that I greatly appreciated the guage (there are some in every p.1st, and which causes them to
article in the Sept. 29 issue of paragraph), and will reply to label men as "chauvinists."
"The News" by Ryan Brooks. I, his formulation with the fact
Indeed, in this article women
too, share his viewpoint of the that 1 have seen many MSU art:.> made to seem as though
lack of modesty on this cam~ males whose attire is less than they are but a temptation,
pus, and find it degrading to in "good taste."
choosir~ their attire for the ~ole
He doesn't mention this fact purpose of inciting carnality
young women.
His writing style is impecca- once, but only the women on (although his attempt at apoloble and he is clear and concise. campus that will lead him gy in paragraph five is hardly
I applaud him for going astray from the "flock" because convincing). And as a male, I
"against the grain," so to speak. " ... Christian women have no find it. equally angering that a
His article was the highlight of idea how difficult it is for a man who is claiming support
this issue.
Christian man to walk amongst and influence from religion
a sea of flesh ... "
would so heedlessly choose
The article has absolutely no words that in themselves justiAshley Smith
insight whatsoever because fy the use by women of such
McDaniels
any positive intentions are lost terms, and make it apparent to
To the Editor:
by poor diction and incendiary <my non-Christian group that
comments (even if the remarks he feels only the,Christian ideal
As the "In My Opinion" col- are not meant to be incendiary, is of importance.
umn in "The Murray State a journalist I writer I "ChristSo, because the title of the
News" has gone beyond the ian'' should choose words column is "In My Opinion,"
level of "informative" and into more carefully).
should we allow such onethe sphere of "space-fiUing driI state "positive intentions'' sided and uninformed opinvel," I felt the overwhelming because 1 do ft>Cl that in pur- ions? Or should we allow the
desire to reply to last week's pose this article was meant to fact that perhaps he "didn't
article, ''Weather brings clothes be a ca II to students to try and know he was offending"
for women."
use good judgment.
(whether he did or not) stand
I have seldom been so irritatEven though it is clearly his as valid?
ed at such blatant sexism, lack ''opinion," his intention is lost
Not if we, as humans; or we,
of insight and plain narrow- because he quickly establishes as men; or they, as "Chrisminded religious fundamental- "labels": women, Murray State tians," want to be taken seriism.
workers and Christians. He ou~ly.
Where to begin? The first gives no forethought for who
Ignorance in modem sodcty
paragraph begins in a rather might possibly read this cuticle, i~ not an escape from respunsiharmless manner with • an and <my positive thought he bility, and good intentions
archaic depiction of wintry has missed be('ause his "opin- mean nothing if they are good
Americana, complete with ion" rules out everyone but the only for a select few. We ought
"cedar chests and blankets blah strictest of Christian funda- to choose our representatives
blah" and quickly degrades mentalists as having anything in type more carefully.
into a sexist diatribe without valid to say.
any forethought about audiHe isolates everyone into John Clayton
ence.
groups and takes no regard for Hardin
From the final statement in the diversity of culture c:md life
this paragraph, " ... and the on this campus.
To the Editor:
women on this campus finally
Every paragraph, as stated, is
put some clothes on," we can filled with language not befitI am concerned and to an
only guess in which narrow ting a discerning human Jiving t:.>xtent gre,1tly dis<lppointed by
and isolated direction this arti- in our century that would seek the comments made by Ryan

Clothing commentary
brings controversy

Brooks in last week's paper. He
lashed out in a stream of attacks
particularly on women concerning their dressing.
First of all, I am dumbfounded by this attack of women on
campus in the name of God. I-I is
comments were borderline
fanatical and had no bibhcal
basis.
No one was !ipared in his
spree of attacks. He belittled
Murray State workers saymg
that "they would get more work
done if they got their tongues
back in their mouth."
Wow, Ry<m, 1 am sure the
angels in heaven applauded you
for that one. But his quest to rid
Murray State of evil forces was
not over.
In a more subtle line he
claimed, "I am not a homosexual, I'm simply a Christian."
Ryan, I am also a Christian and I
don't think Cod gave us the
authority to decide who is or is
not a Christian.
Christian women should alc;o
beware. Ryan Brooks, the
supreme and final authority of
morality decrees "that he doesn't want to see any Christian
women walking by me n<~ked ."
So to my Christian sisters,
make a conscious effort (no,
make it your life's ambition
while at Murray Statl') not to
offend or do anything that may
stumble Ryan.
I do not mean to ridicule
Ryan. I know it can be hard li,·ing up to the Christi.m calling,
and issues such <ls dressin)!;
m,1ke the race harder; howc,·cr,
that does not give you reason to
be judgmental. Your statement
that most ladies on campus
were walkmg around naked
w.1s n hugely exaggerated
Most ladit•s on C<lmpus drc~~
decently, and if dressing is such
a problem, I bt:.>g you ne\'er to
\'isit the beach.
You might be quick to dasstfy

and welcome this pers~cution a
sign of true Ouistianity, but it is
not. You are entitled to voice
your opinion, but don't be
offensive.
Murray State is not a "sea of
ilcsh" .ts you erroneously stated
and I'm sure that my fellow students would agree when I say
that an apology is due. It is what
a Bible-toting Christian would
do.
If not, maybe you should not
be ,,s anxious for th~:? cold weather. Your heart could usc soffitwarmth. Instead of lashing out
harsh judgment, try spreading
sincere Chrislian love.
Timothy Horoho
Nairobi, Kenya

Mr. MSU pageant deemed
successful by parents
To the Editor:

It is the day after, and I am
still basking in the after-glow of
last night's Mr. MSU200competition. My husb.md, son <tnd I
drove from Golconda, II., to see
our other son, Eric, compete for
Mr. MSU.
This being our first pageant,
we did not know what to expect,
and could not have anticipate
the enl(!rlaining l'Vt•ning in store
for us. We were overwhelmed
\•lith the numbt•r of taleniL>d students and professional performances pre!>ented.
The pageant was well organized and ewry minutt.! of the
progr.m1 \\".lS filled with fun.
We want to thank evervone
involved in any way in the
pageant, especially Alpha Omicron Pi and Director julia
Krampe, for cln evening compdrable to ,, night out l>n Bro,ldway.
K<1thy Suits
Golconda, IJ.
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Technology turns adults to toddler$
One rainy night I was having
problems finding a good spot at
Wal-Mart, so I started the winding
drive around the parking lot, looking for a spot that wouldn't leave
me and my wife soaked.
As 1 reached the end of the halfempty rows of cars, a canary yellow Camaro whizzed right in front
of me at about 45 mph. Had I been
going any faster, this car would
have blind-sided us and probably
seriously injured or killed my
wife.
After collecting ourselves and
settling for a mediocre spot, we
• walked toward the front doors of
Wal-Mart. In front of the main
entrance sat a canary yellow
Camaro, with it's engine running
and no one in it.
With my keys clenched in my
hand, I walked by and silently
cursed the driver and their progeny for many generations to come.

And even though it crossed my
mind, I didn't take my keys to this
idiot's car.
No, I didn't do it because I will
not become a part of the aggressive culture in our society that is a
result of our recent love affair with
instant gratification.
If you have ever been around a
toddler for more than a few seconds, you know what instant gratification is. "Now" is the trigger
word.
Recently our culture has
embraced instant gratification,
leading us to rush and to expect
everything and everyone to work
to our schedule.
Having things NOW has
become a "right" for everyone
with a pager, a cellular phone or
Internet access. Electronics companies have catered to this movement of toddler-like adults, coming up with smaller, faster and

easier everything.
The problem with this movement toward instant gratification
is there will always be something
preventing a guaranteed instant
response.
People used to take time to think
ou t responses, but now all that
matters is an immediate response.
People want to know NOW, and
anything that prevents that causes
frustration (and often a temper
tantrum).
This temper tantrum is the problem. While a toddler can be picked
up, comforted and taken home,
that doesn't work for adults.
I have seen grown men throw
their $200 cellular phone in a fit of
rage upon learning they were out
of their service zone. I have seen
women cry and scream when their
husbands wouldn't return a page.
Why can't people understand
that satellites will break down and

people are occasionally going to be
in situations where they cannot
immediately call?
Few things frustrate me more
than to open my e-mail and to find
three messages from the same person, the second and third saying,
"Did you get my e-mail? I sent it
two hours ago. Why haven't you
written me back yet?"
This unreal expectation that people will always be waiting to react
to our whims and wants makes
people unduly angry at life's little
aggravations. This compounds
until they blow up at any little
thing.
As adults, we must learn to control ourselves and wait for what
we want. While technology companies have catered to those who
desire instant gr!'tification, they
cannot guarantee that people will
respond immediately.
It's time for America to grow up

and understand that no matter
how many gizmos and gadgets we
have, we will still have to wait for
other people.
Technology companies will
never be able to make people carry
their ceJlular phone everywhere,
nor will they be able to force
inconsiderate people to return
phone calls. ·
Frustrations are a part of life,
and people can't justify their
tantrums by blaming it on people
who won't call them back.
Somehow, though. I'm not sure
tha( good things stiU come to those
who wait. Now, it seems, "those
who wait" are much more likely to
get obscene gestures and angry
words.
Oh well, I guess I'll just have to
wait until it all calms down.

In

My ;~

Opinion

BEN ENGLISH
" PEOPLE WANT
TO KNOW
NOW, AND
ANYTHING THAT
PREVENTS THAT
CAUSES
FRUSTRATION
AND OFfEN A

Ben English is a senior teclmicnl writing major from Shalimar, Fla.
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Rate changes addressed
In My
Opinion

BILL

SCHELL
" BECAUSE THE
ALEXANDER
ADMINISTRATION
HABITUALLY
SUBVERTS
SHARED
GOVERNANCE,
THESE
D IFFERENCES
MUST NOW BE
AIRED IN PUBLIC
-AS USUAL' '

The University's administra- (similar to the "save-harmless"
tion's recently announced strategy adopted for previous
increase in health insurance major changes):
schedule rate seems modest
1. Adjust salaries upward
enough at first glance, but when increases in medical
there are problems that dispro- insurance costs exceeds the facportionately affect some staff ulty-staff pay raise (as it has in
and faculty.
a number of cases).
There is no longer an opt-out
2. Cover name-brand drugs
option. The narrow service at the previous rate of 80 perprovider list for the standard cent when no generic alternaPreferred Provider Organiza- tive exists.
tion will force many, if not
As usual, the Kern Alexanmost, employees to up-grade der administration simply proto the enhanced PPO, thus mulgated the changes, byadding $840 a year for a family. passing the proper faculty-staff
l11e coverage on prescription committee (in this case the
drugs has changed. While all insurance and benefits comdrugs used to be covered at 80 mittee). That is why a public
percent, generic drugs are now airing of this matter is necescovered at 90 percent and sary.
name-brand drugs at 70 perAdministration
stalwarts
cent. Because those prices are will say: "there go those
relatively low, increases in the MACE (Murray Alliance of
percentage of generic drug Collegiate Educators) malconcoverage costs the program rel- tents again."
atively little, while lowering
But had insurance and benethe coverage for name brands fits committee been consulted,
these problems would have
saves the program a lol
While the administration been quickly identified and
should
look
for
such addressed.
Because
the
economies and encourage Alexander
administration
generic drug use, ' the current habitually subverts shared
proposal forces those on drug governance these differences
regimes with no generic alter- now must be aired in public •
native to bear substantial addi- as usual.
tional costs.
1 recommend the administra- Bill Schell is an associate professor
tion take two corrective actions of history.
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Procrastination brings stress
In My

Opinion

LOREE
STARK
" AN

IV

OF

COCA-COLA
AND
MULTI-DOSES
OF THERMOSTAT COULD·
N'T SAVE ME
FROM THE
IMPENDING
LACK OF
SLEEP."

For many years, I wore the
sash of Procrastinator
proudly. The jeweled crown
of late papers and and the
scepter of last-minute
speeches are items I brandished with pride. Clearly,
if there ~ver was a competition for the queen of procrastination, I would be the
winner. I wouldn't expect
me to have a speech prepared, though.
Fools have questioned,
"Why, Loree? Why do you
scramble about at the lastminute and throw together a
project when you had nine
weeks to prepare?"
In my wisdom, I have
answered. "I am in a deadline-driven field" or UI do
my best work at the last
minute."
I could have smacked that
former version of myself at 2
a.m. last Tuesday when I
began an eight-page paper
that was due in the early
afternoon on the next day.
Aided only by Coca-Cola,
Thermo-Stat (think herbal
No-Doz) and a fear of flunking out of my sophomore
year, I began what would
become my 24-hour battle
with a deadly demon, Procrastination.
Sure, I whipped out a couple of pages by 3 a.m. My
sentences flowed with ease,

oozing with descriptive
words and imagery. I
laughed at the fools who
questioned my ability to
procrastinate and succeed.
By 4 a.m., I considered
"See spot run" a complex
sentence. The keys on the
keyboard were blurring in
front of my eyes. My caffeine buzz was wearing off, I
had long since run out of
Thermo-Stat. With four
pages of my paper complete, I decided to call it a
night.
Side note: While procrastinating on writing this column, I used ClarisWorks'
handy Thesaurus to look up
synonyms for procrastinate.
They include delay, suspend, adjourn and wait.
Back to the story.
The next morning,
awoke at 8, groggy from my
lack of sleep. For two hours,
I sat in front of the computer
screen blankly, waiting for
inspiration. I was plagued
by Writer's Block, possibly a
close relative of Procrastination.
Finally, at noon, I began
the last four pages of my
paper. I finished an hour
before it was due. The thing
was, I needed multiple
copies of the paper to pass
out to the class. Time was
closing in on me.

The printer wouldn't
print. The pages were coming out crooked. It wasn't
my computer, so there wasn't anything I could do
except scream at its owner.
Because, logically, it was his
fault that 1 procrastinated
for so long. I didn't have
time to yell for too long,
because I still had to procure
15 more copies of my paper
in less than half an hour.
Thank God for Copy
Express. They copied, stapled and handed over a
stack of papers to me in less
than two minutes flat. Copy
Express is a procrastinator's
haven.
So, I got to class on time,
with papers in hand. A procrastinator's dream, right?
Yeah, except that I was
awake until 2 a.m. again,
working at the newspaper.
An IV of Coca-Cola and
multi-doses of Thermo-Stat
couldn't save me from the
impending lack of sleep.
Perhaps I've learned my
lesson. Perhaps I will know
never to procrastinate again.
Or perhaps I'm wrapping
up this commentary because
I have a paper due in haJf an
hour.

Loree Stark is the viewpoint
editor for "The Murray State
News."
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Women deserve clothing .~
freedom every .season
The warm weather returned earlier this week. The blankets were
ripped off beds and banished to
closets or some other dark recesses
of the room. When this happens,
girls, it's time to whip out those
tank tops and enjoy the last warm
days of the year.
I have a little bit of a problem
with society judging people by the
way they dress. Nobody looks at
someone walking down the street
and thinks, "My, my; doesn't she
look intelligent," or "Look at the
personality on that one," or, "Wow
she's really comfortable with her
body and doesn't mind showing a
little bit of shoulder." In a perfect
world, this would be divine.
The main reason people dress the
way they do is because they like to
wear fun clothes. Clothes that
make tht•m feel good as soon as
they put on those pants and shirt.
If I liked tht~ way I looked in a
bikini thong with strategically
placed whipping cream, I'd wear
it.
The human body is something to
be appreciated and honored, not to
be covered up by yards and yards
of concealing fabric.
God knows this more than anyone. Did he cover up Adam and
Eve in their tropical paradise? It
was th<'ir decision to don clothing
because of their ~hame of sin.
We did not eat that particular

1

apple, and I don't think that we, as
women, are going to hell for wearIn
ing a tube top. Also, I think guys
have the ability to resist temptation
when a girl who they feel is scantily clad crosses their paths.
Imagine if Michelangelo decided
to dress
David in a toga. After
all, David is one of the most
grotesque, pornographic works of
art ever made. I'm sure everyone
gets lusty thoughts looking at that
naked man standing there in the
KRISTA
sunlight.
MATHENY ,
Another problem in the battle of
f
the sexes is society's double stan- " THE HUMAN!
dard. A guy can take off his top
'
BODY IS
when it's hot and go just about
anywhere, without any menacing SOMETHING TO
'
glances or derogatory comments. BE APPRECIATEd
•f
He could probably do cartwheels
AND
•I
up and down campus for a halfHONORED, I
hour, and people might look at him
'
like he's a maniac, but continue on
NOT TO BE :
without any remarks.
COVERED UP B'(
If a girl put on a sports bra and
YARDS AND
tried the same thing, she would be
YARDS OF
socially crucified by her peers.
We are human beings complete
CONCEALING
with free will. If we want to use
FABRIC."
that will and put on an outfit that
we find cute and comfortable, we
should do it and not have to worry
about anyone automatically judging us and bringing us down.

My
Opinion -:
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.
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Krista Matheny is a :;;taf! writer for
"Tile Murray State News.
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Channel 10 airs WQlV in November Fifteenth and Olive owner
pleads not guilty in district
court on assault charges ~

BY LAUREN HEINS
CONfRIBUTING W~ ITER

Charter Communications'
customers in Murray and
Mayfield heading to channel
16 for WQTV may be in for a
rude awakening after Oct.
15.
Th e Murray State-broadcasted UPN channel w ill be
fo und on channel 10 for
those customers.
The channel difference
comes at the same time the
affiliate ch .m ges from UPN
46 to UPN 24 on the airwaves.
"The change is due to tele\'ision's overall transition to
digital broadcasting as mandated by federal gove rnment," Stan Marinoff, WQTV
s tation manager, said.
The over-the-air move will
be s trenuo us for engineers,
w ho will work 48 to 72 hours
a t a Midway trans mitting
site. The Federal Communications
Commission. is
enforcing the change.
Switching from UPN 46 to
UPN 24 will give viewers a
better picture because the
station will be a lower num-

BY JONATHAN WATKINS
STAFF W~rru

Ryan Brook~The News

Stan Marinoff, WQTV station manager, said the transition from UPN 46 to UPN 24 is
part of an industry change to digital television.
ber on the dial.
"UPN viewers will receive
a clearer and sharper picture
on channel 24," said Glenda
Jones, who handles marketing and public relations for
the s tation.
WQTV is a UPN affiliate
and serves the western Kentucky and northern Tennessee area.

UPN airs a mix of general
entertainment programming,
movies, news, sports, children's shows and public
affairs programs. The station
runs programs 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. During the transition, the station
may operate at reduced
power and be off the air for
certain periods of time. UPN

will
keep
the
public
informed on the changes.
Station officials said UPN
viewers will be pleased with
the reception and new programs lined up for this fall .
WQTV is broadcasted on
Murray State's campus from
the Doyle Fine Arts Center
with the help of Murray State
students.

Faculty ponder health insurance options
BY JOHN

K.

MOORE

CONTRIBUTING W RITER AND

LISA WHEAT

News EDITOR
While Murray State faculty
are generally p leased w ith
the health insurance budget
increase for this year, some
are g rumbling ab out the lack
of fac ulty input and opt-out
options.
The Un iversity contribution to faw lty hea lth care
plans was increased by
$87,000, the first increase for
several years, Faculty Sena te
President Bill Call said .
But as f<~cu l ty member's are
calculating the figures, some
are realizing that they won't
be better o ff unde r the new
plan. Call ::.aid married faculty are pa rticularly d ispleased
that they don't have an opt·
C.Jt choice as they d id in the

past.
Previously, faculty mem·
bers received monthly funds
from the University if they

chose to be covered under
their spouse's plan. University funds are not part of the
new plan.
joyce Gordon, associate
\'ice president of Human
Resources, said the changes
were made to help control a
projected increase in claims.
" After two design changes
that allowed us to manage
health care costs with the
least impact on the greatest
number of people, we took
$170,000 and split it between
empiOY,ee premium costs and
the lJm,·ersity health care
budget,'' s he said.
Faculty members will
notice other changes when
pay ing for their prescription
medicines.
'' With Murray State's prescription plan, employees
will benefit by paying less for
generic drugs and more for
name brand," Cordon said.
"This means the co-pay for
generics drops 10 percent
and the co-pay for name

brands increases 10 percent
from last year."
Call said generic drugs will
be covered by 90 percent and
name-brand medicines will
be covered by 70 percent. The
former plan covered 80 percent of all drug expenses.
"The most expensive drugs
are the name brand, so people who have a large drug
bill will ... be impacted quite
a bit," he said.
The employee premium
increases range from $1 for
the least expensive plan
offered to $ 17 for the most
expensive plan offered. Cur·
rently, about 7 percent of
Murray State's employees
are enrolled in the most
expensive plan.
The majority are enrolled
in a plan that had a premium
increase from $4 for just the
employee to $15 for an
employee and family.
Stop-loss insurance, continual monitoring of market
changes and working togeth·

eras a team
help main·
tain the lowest possible cost
to employees, said Marty
Jacobs, member of the Faculty Senate's insurance and
benefits committee.
"The equal split spread
over premium costs to all
employees and to what the
University pays to the program is a positive trend that
hopefully the University will
continue to follow in the
future," Jacobs said.
Call said Faculty senators
were disgruntled that the
insurance and benefits co mmittee was not consulted by
the administration when it
formulated the plan.
"To the Senate and to faculty in general, which believes
in the shared governance
concept, this was not good
policy," Call said. "This committee should have been part
of the discussion."
University employees will
select health insurance packages Oct. 16 to 27.

Fifteenth and Olive owner Jeff Yates
pleaded not guilty Monday in Calloway
County District Court to a fourth-degree
assault charge involving a student who
worked for him.
Yates was arrested around 5 p.m. Sept.
19, after allegedly assaulting employee
Alicia Boswell, who had worked at the
restaurant since it opened. Boswell graduated from Murray State in May.
In an affidavit, Boswell said she asked
Yates to stop talking negatively about
another employee Sept. 15. He became
angry, yelled obscenities at her and used
physical force to remove her from the
restaurant, she said.
After the arrest, Yates remained
lodged at the Calloway County jail for
about an hour and a half before being
released on a $500 cash bond.
Boswell quit her job after the aLleged
incident and eight other employees
joined her.
Alan Weixler, senior from Louisville,
who had worked at the restaurant for
about one year, said he quit because he
wanted to take a stand.
"I'm not going to put up with (this
type of behavior)," he said.
Boswell, WeixJer and the other students who quit were employed as part
of the KHEAA program, a student work
program offered by Murray State
through Kentucky grants.
Fourth-degree assault includes intentionally or wantonly causing physical
injury to another person or recklessly
causing physical injury to another person by means of a deadly weapon or
dangerous instrument.
If found guilty, Yates could face up to
one year in prison and a $500 fine. He is
scheduled to appear in Calloway County District court at 9 a.m. Oct. 31.
Yates is known in the community for
his support of the sale of alcoholic bev-

erages in Murray restaurants. Murray
residents will vote on the referendum
Nov.7.

MSU meets retention standards
BY JOHN

K.

M OORE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Despite increasing enrollment, Murray State has met s tate retention
requirements since 1995.
"This summer the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education set retention
standards, or goals, of 72 percent for
number of fall 2000 fres hmen to return
in fall2001," said Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robertson.
The minimum s tandard is set to
increase to 73 percent for faJJ 2001
freshmen.

Part of Murray State's retention rare
success can be attributed to sevenu
programs the University has put in
place during that time, Robertson said.
For instance, the residential college
system offers an opportunity for both
faculty and parental involvement in
students' education.
Retention is a continuing effort to
~eep students in college during their
second year. By students' junior and
senior years, retention is not as much a
priority because the anticipation of
graduation takes over.
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Voter sign up
num•rs low;
deadline set
for Monday
BY ERIN RICHARDS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although the "wet/ dry" issue
is frequently debated on campus,
many students will not be taking
their opinions to the polls on
Nov.7.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey said this fall's voter registration has increased slfghtly,
but it's not the drastic increase
expected in a presidential election year,
Students have until Monday to
change this trend. The office will
be open although it's Columbus
Day. New voter registration
cards must be turned into the
county clerk's office by 4:30p.m.
that day. The election wlll draw
students mainly from three
precincts, ·
"The city has 11 precincts,
three of which contain the University," Coursey said.
Coursey said his office has
already seen a large number of
new voters, but expects to see at
least 100 more people register
this week.
Precinct 5 contains most of the
residential colleges, and has registered 72 new voters since June.
Precinct 6 includes many of the
fraternity houses and has added
120 new voters. Precinct 9, which
encompasses Murray Place and
several other college student
apartments, has added 30 new
voters since June.
Coursey also said that out of
42,000 eligible voters in Calloway
County, only 22,100 are expected
to actulilly vote. Similarly, he
predicts 4,000 out of 8,356 city
voters, which includes Murray
State officials, will go to the polls.
According to a survey released
by MW and the Henry Kaiser
Familylfoundation, less than half
of yol.U}g adults between 18 and
24 plan to vote this fall.
Until recently, Alan Weixler,
senior from Louisville, was one
of them.
"I used to feel that politics didn't pertain to me," he said.
Weixler's decision to register
this year t was a result of the
"wet/ dry" issue.
"I've become more politically
active and this issue really
prompted me to register,"
Weixler said.
Coursey stressed young people
should register and vote because
the national election still has
issues relevant to the local community. •
Despite MSU's voter registration drive, most eligible students
still have not registered. William
Vaughn, a 24-year-old non-traditional freshman from Detroit,
said he's 1never voted because he
doesn't have time.
"Until I was 20, I just didn't
care that much about voting," he
said. "I plan on registering this
year because the 'wet/ dry' issLe
actually affects my life.''
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STAFF REPORT

Ibrahim Ismayilov, an English
instructor it} the School of Law
and Social Sciences at Khazar
University in Azerbaijan, will
spend one year at Murray State.
The University received funding for the scholar's visit through
the Junior Faculty Development
Program and the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of
the Department of State.
The purpose of the program is
to allow junior faculty members
from former Soviet states to
spend one year at U.S. universities.
lsmayilov said hi::. goals are to
broaden his knowledge and
advarice his techniques of teach·
ing English as a foreign language.
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'Lou-ville' sightseeiJ
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WllfT£1t

With Fall Break approaching. many students want to venture away from home and taste aU the wonders of the big city.
One of the nearest is Louisville.
Located on the Ohio River, Louisville is about four hours
away from Murray. The city is commonly mispronounced as
"Louis-ville" or "Louie-ville" by people who are not from
KentucJ.<Y. The proper way to say it is "Lou-ville," according
to natives.
.
Mispronunciations aside, the city hosts the Kentudc.y Derby
at Churchill Downs and is full o( Culture. It has a variety of
things· tor~~ stud~ to d(), including hot night spots,
art giilleries, musehms, sightseeing and shopping. ,

St. Louis offers more than Rams, Arch·
BY

.:111..
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SCOTT GIBSON
STAFF WRITER

Instead of going home for Fall
Break, students can venture to
nearby St. Louis to enjoy the sight
and sounds, dining, shopping and
maybe a little relaxation.

Sightseeing
A trip to St. Louis would not be
complete without a visit to Gateway Arch. Standing 630 feet taU,
the arch is the nation's tallest manmade monument. Visitors can
take ~ tram ride to the top of the
arch for a breathtaking view of the
city and the Mississippi River.

Attractions
•The Gateway Arch, located on
the riverfront, is open daily from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. For more information on the Gateway Arch, phone
877-982-1410.
• Just north of the arch is
Laclede's Landing, nine ~uare
blocks of restored warehouses
along the Mississippi River. The
warehouses are now home to a
collection of restaurants and
clubs.
• At the Anheuser-Busch Brewery, visitors to the brewery can
take a free tour of the facilities.
The tour includes a look at the historic brew house, Budweiser
~lydesdales, a lager cellar and, the
Budweiser packaging plant. Tours
are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
• Students may also visit Forest
Park. Located off Interstate 64,
Forest Park is one of the largest
urban parks in the United States

(It's even larger than CentJ;"al Park
in New York City.) The park contains the SCience Center and zoo,
along with a 7.5-mile biking, jogging and skating path and an ice
skating rink. for information on
biking and hiking trails in St.
Louis, call Trailnet, Inc. at 314-416. 9930.

• Visitors to the St. Louis science
(enter can explore more than 600
exhibits, an OMNIMAX theater
and a planetarium. The Science
Center is open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and admission is free. A trip to the
zoo, which houses more than
6,000 animals, is also free. Zoo
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Dining
While in St. Louis, forget ~bouf
taking
the
burger-and-fry
approach to dining. St. Louis
offers a wide variety of restaurants to fit any taste.
•Located at 6504 Delmar St.,
Blueberry Hill of{m great food
and an outstanding atmosphere,
Owned by legendary .r ocker
Chuck Berry, Blueberry Hill is
filled with pop culture memor.r
bilia and is famous for its hamburgers.
• Also on Delmar Street is
Cicero's Restaurant and Entertainment Plex. Cicero's is knOwn for
its great live music and wonderful
Italian food.
•The St. Louis Bread Co. is
another gr~at place to stop for a
bite to eat. Located on Pine Street,
the Bread Co. features European
breads and bagels, cookies, pastries, soups, sandwiches and
espresso drinks.

Sports' .
This year St. Louis \was 'fated
America's No. 1 sports clty by
''The Sporting,Ne'YS." ~ in St.
LOuis, students have a chance to
see ·several of the nation's most
known professional sports teams.
• The St. Louis CardinalS Will
play at home in Busch Stadium fur
the National League Championship during Fall Break ,if they
win their division series against
the Atlanta Braves, and the New
York Mets win their series against
the Sari Francisco Giants. But if the
Cardinals and Giants win, then
· the league championship• games
will be in San Francisco.,For more
information, che<:k . '
www .stldtrd~t&.(om
"'
or Wviw .ticketmilS.ter.co~.
•The St. Louis·. atues .:play
against the Minnesota Wild at the
Savvis Center, formerly the Kiel
Center, on Oct. 13.. Tickets are $15
fot the 7 p.m. game and can be
purchased at
www.stlouisblues.com.
•The Rams play at noon OcllS
against the Atlanta Falcons. Fans
can buy tickets at www.ticketmaster.collti

Nightspots

'

f

LouiSville has a plethora Of night clubs and nearby casinos
where bOth visitors and locals let loose to possibly lose their
life
savings
in
five
minutes.
According
to
www.Louisville.com, there are plenty
of
night
spots
for
peo,
ple seeking entertainment:
•
•Sparks, at 104 W. Main St., does not kill its audience with
N'Sync or Bri~ Spears songs, but tailors to fans of dance,
underground and indie music.
•
• Hosting many drag queen shoWs, The Connection has a
dance floor that can hold up to 500 ~rs at 130 S. Floyd St.
• At Rudyard Kiplirig, peoJ>le will hear local singers and
songwriters on their acoustic guitars at-42..2 W. Oak St.
·
•Pandemonium, at 1616 Bardstown Road features hardcore, pWlk and indie rock shows along with Inter:'et access
and video 2'.\mes.
•CC\est(s Glory o~ Rome il the world's largest floating,c~J..1
·' "

I· ~,.\ ' •

no, just a
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Shopping
•The Galleria~ • 1.~ million
square :fOQt shopping center, features \65~Stores, a six-.~ theater, 18 restaurants and free park-

ing. R~ includ~ I::.ord ~ T,y.
lor, Dillard's and Famous-Barr.
•Union Station, J America's
largest train station, now houses
over 100 shops and restaurants,
including Hard Rock Cafe.

Nashville l ourism Commission

Memphis boasts home of many ki:
•
BRANDl WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT COlLEGE

IJF£ EDITOR

If your only exposure to Memphis, Tenn.; is
movies like "The Finn" and "The Rainmaker," a
short drive will take you "walkin' in Memphis."
Just make sure. you're ready for a southern town
with a bluesy soul.

Rock and Roll

Known as the '"Home of the Blues," Beale Street is famous for its many restaurants, unique shops and live music clubs such as B.B. King•s Blues Club.

• Beale Street, which is representative of the heart
of the blues, has a long strip of bars and clubs featuring live music that ranges anywhere from local
musicians to big name musicians such as The Black
Crowes. Also on Beale Street is the New Daisy Theater, whiCh hosts aU forms of entertainment.
• Hard Rock Cafe, which is the only restaurant in
the chain that features live enfertainment.
• Gracelarid, home of "The King,'' features several tours of the house, an auto museum, several jets
and personal home video footage of Elvis. Just

..

make sure you check out the green shag carpet ceiling in "The Jungle Room."
•Sun Records, the recording studio that recorded
Elvis's first album. It is also home to musicians
such as Jerry Lee Lewis, Roy Orbison, U2 and Tom
Petty. Visitors can now tour the studio and record
their own Sun Recocds tapes or COs.
• For the fust time at Memphis Rock and Soul
Museum, the Smithsonian has assembled a permanent exhibition outside of D.C. The museum will
present an exhibit that focuses on the culture of the
music, instead of just the history of the artiSts.

Museums
• The National Civil .RightS Museum features
10,000 square feet of permanent exhibits and is
located in the Lorraine Motel, where Martin Luther
King Jr. was assassinated.
• Memphis Brooks Museum of Art is the city's
oldest museum. It contains the renowned Kress collection of Renaissance art and Jeatures collections

of paintings, prints
13th through 20th a
• Memphis Pinlc:
and IMAX theater c
Pink Palace is one of
Southeast and featu
tural history. An a'
Union Planter IW
screen four stories h.

Transportation
• The downtown
loop through the ~
nects downtown hi
and shops. Fares are
cial daily lunc~ hour
to 1:30 p.m.
• The bus line stan
10 cents, students ar
cents.
• The taxi services
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the Ohio River·&Om. Louisville in Indiana. It offers a wide variety: Of affoidable eateries. that appeal to,even
te. ~ditional games. fot more iri.formatio.p. phone} ~the pickiest diners. According to www.Louisville.com, there
468.'(
,
~,'},,
~~ • .. ' • f 'l!· ~·<:t.:- are .several well-mpected restawa.nts: in the city that offer
1
•
, t..
1 ,,
• "'mealS for less~ $10 a person.
1
emg and museums
•E1 Nopa.lito is kriown as one ·o f the befit authentic Mexican
lle was founded iA 1778, C\CCOrdlng to "Louisville restaurants in the city at 6300 Bardstown Rd.
Observer," a local entert:.a.iruhe.nt newspa~. With
•Come Back 11m at 909 Swan St. features .inexpensive, but
!Y• the c•ty has many historic sight-seeing op~~- tasty Italian fOOd, including 1ravioli and Italian beef sand~use of tile city's aquatic location, many are river wiches.
'
...
•
,
~..-of the beSt, ~ccording to www.LOuisville.com:
•Cafe Potpourri offers 'internatiOnal food with a specla)ty
lUll pawns, th~ famous thorougl:l~red race track,at • in Gajun dishes. ThiS restawant at 310 E. Jacoll St. also has a
~re., hOsts the_Kefitucky .Derby th~ first saturday v~~etarian menu.
.
I!
j ~'
•
t
1t ~same locatiO!\ ther~ J.S a~o the Derby Mus&- t •2 • Hahn's Mongoliari ' Grill is an authentic Mongolian
fi.S,a ~toric perspectiv~ of the fast~st two ~utes , ~urants at 9148 Taylorsv~ ~d. that offers stir-fry visitors
3 I.
...
inake themselves.
j
)f 4>Uisville the oldest operating steam engine in
•
is at the Pourtli Street Wharf. It's a popular tourist : Shopptng
.
....
There are many unique LOuisville shops that may empty
· ville Zoo, 'at llOO TrevilianlWay, has more thah wallets in little time. Accord..irig to www.Louisville.com, there
on display on 75 acres of land. It is open daily are couple a well·khown.area5 for shoppers:
to 3 p.m.
.
•Bardstown Road- This stretch of road hosts a large variScien~ ~enter. fea,tures ~ ~ thea~r and e~y of different shops, such' as ~te International, :whiCh
Cls-on activttles. This m~um, lS a short walk fro~;p r, , ~~tocks exotic African items; loc~ tnusic gian~ Eat X-tacy; and
s waterfront at 727 W. Main St.
.. Doo-Wop Shop, which provides many musicians with equip·
•1 Harland Sanders Museum, at 1441 Gardiner Ln., ment and sells all kinds of music. Also on Bardstown ;Road is
1
1n see where the corporate food giant Kentucky
Hawley-Cooke Booksellers, a locally-Qwned bookstore that
began, in this tribute to its founder.
many locals take pride in.
Aft Museum visitors can~ works by la!riOus
:~oweth Lane -In Bardstown Road's vicinity, this
S. 1hird St. on Universi~ of Louisville's cam- street has many shops, including The Celtic Center, which
features lrilili, Scottish and BritiSh items. 1
•Shelbyville Road - Within a couple minutes drive from
one another, Mall at St. Matthews and Ox.Dloor Center feature
a variety of department and chain stores.
(:1'0$&

p

~

www.louky.com
Louisville is the home or the Kentucky Derby, as well as Bardstown Road, which houses
stores such as the music shop Ear X"tacy.
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Music .City comes aliVe. with bands, clubs
..

BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF W~TER

·Nashville is a city that offers dining, shopping, entertain·
ment anq proximity to Murray State students. The closest
weekend trip from MurraY. at only two hours, music is top
•priori~ in this city.

~

spin hits from the last three decades on the dance floor. The
downstairs houses a game room equipped :with pool tables
and games.
•'The OUter Limit, loeated on Nolensville Road, has four
clubs in one, each a different theme. There is Neptuncs, a
dance club; Hysteria, which features live bands; Coconuts,
a karaoke bar; and Lava Lair, which featurt>s techno music.
It is
Fridays throu~ Sundays from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m.

wen

Music, night life
Nashville is nicknamed Music City, USA, for a reason.
The dty comes alive at night when various clubs, ilieaters,
lounges and bars open their gates to the music-hungry pub:
lic .'waiting to discover the latest country music. stat, the
most r~lcing rock band or the hottest new deejay. ~\.· ~
•The Bluebird Cafe is the place to see and be seen for
many singers and songwriters. Located on Hillsboro Road.,
they offer live music nightly. Food is served from 5:30 to
10:30p.m.
•Bourbon Street Blues and Boogie Bar, located between
Third and Fourth avenues, is touted as an authentic blues
bar. It features Cajun-American cooking and live blues
nightly.
•The Wildhorse Saloon is a Nashville landmark. Located
'on the.popular Second Avenue, the Saloon offer~ live music
and danclrig lessons nightly. Both lunch and dinner are
served.
•The Church may be yow sanctuary if hitting the clubS is
more your style. Located on Third Avenue, The Chwch is
opep Friday.s and Saturdays from 2 a.m. to 7 a.m. ~ays

Events during Fall Break
From Ray Charles to rap to Real Estate, Nashville has no
shortage of live entertainment this weekend.
•The Nashville Symphony Orchestra featuring Ray
Charles Will perform at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
Tickets are $20 to $60. The p.erformance is at Tennessee Per·
forming Arts Center's Andrew Jackson Hall, located down·
town on Deaderick Street.
•Tone Loc :will be at Vanderbilt University's Vanderbilt
Stadium on Saturday at 11:30 a.m. for you old school kids.
•Sunny Day Real Estate plays at 328 Performance HalJ on
Fourth Avenue. The show is $16 and starts at 7 p.m.

Restaurants
If boogieing and boot scooting' make you hungry,
Nashville has a number of restaurants for a variety of tastes.
•The Meltln$ Pot, a fondue restaurant, was voted
'Nashville residents' favorite restaurant in a survey done by
"The Nashville SCene." It opens at 5 p.m. and is located on
Second Avenue. Be ready to pay for your fondue, though.

The average entree costs $15 to $20.
•Tile Market Strt.'et Brewery and Public House was voted
to have the best beer in the city by "The Nashville Scene."
Loce1ted on Second Avenue, it has a traditional pub fare and
two bars. It is open daily for lunch and dinner. Meals are
typically $7 to $15.
•The Nashville Delicatessen is a new restawant located
on Broadway. It is a New York-style deli with prices that
range from $5 to $10.

Attractions
Whether shopping or sightseeing is on your to do list,
you are sure to find something to keep you busy in Music
City.
•Opry Mills is a new shopping center with more than 200
stores. Located off of Briley Parkway, Opry Mills has stores
for every taste, including Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World,
GAP factory store and an IMAX theater.
• 'fhe Nashville Zoo offe~ a barrier-free habitat for you to
view the animals. Located on Nolensville Road, the zoo is
open daily from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.The cost is $6 for admission
.md $2 for parking.
•The Cheekwood Tennessee Botanical Garden and
Museum of Art is located on Forrest Park Drive, eight miles
south of downtown Nashville. The 55 acres include wild·
flower, herb, color, Japanese and water gardens. Admission
is free and it is open 9:30a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Saturday and 11 a .m. to 4:30 p.m. Sunday.

Virtually travel to these cities by checking out
these Web sites:
an<t sculptures spanning the
!nturies.
Palace Museum, Planetarium
,ffers a variety of exhibits. The
the six largest museums in the
res eXhibits of natural and culidition to the museum is the
lx theater, which features a
lgh and five stories wide.

Louisvillehttp://www.louky.com

to and from the a~rt.I

Hotels

• The Peabody Hotel is historically known for the
ducks that swim in the-, fountain. This hotel is connected to Peabody Pli<:e, which has sh~pping, a
museum and entertainment.
•Comfort Inn is located in the mid-town area; with·
in walking distance of trolley station and several
•
attractions.

. Memphishttp://www. memphistravel.com
Nashvillehttp://www. nashvillelife.com

Shopping

trolley system runs a S-mile
• A. Schwab's Dry Goods Store is a 19th century
fid-town area. The route condepartment store that features iteiJlS such as
:>tels, restaurants, attractions
cents each way, with a spe-- voodoo powders, magic potions, 99-cent·nec~ties,
. rate of a quarter from 11 a.m: · clerical collars, handcuffs, chwcn· usher badges,
har,:d~are, clothing, tools and toys.
• Wolfchase Mall is the newest of the malls in
dard fares are $1, transfers are
65 cents and seniors are 50 Memphis. It features stores such as· Old Navy,
Barnes and Noble, the Gap and Bed Bath and
mainly serve as tran.sportati.on Beyond.
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McDaniel wins Mr. MSU pageant with 'God-given talent'
BY BRANDl WILliAMS
AssiSTANT CoLLEGE liFe EDITOR

Mr. MSU winners throughout the years have
been campus leaders, prominent Greek figureheads and others active in campus activitie~.
Times changed at the 20th annual Mr. MSU
pageant Sept. 29.
If the Mr. MSU pageant is representative of the
"man of the hour,'' then this year's Mr. MSU,
John McDaniel, is the "man of the midnight
hour."
McDaniel is not affiliated with any campus
organizations. He prides himself on focusing
completely on the one thing he loves the most:
his music.
"It's not that I'm against being in any organizations, but I can't do a lot of things I am interested
in because I spend most of my time playing
music," McD.miel said.
McDaniel, senior from Big Sandy, Tenn., i's
known by most students as the lead singer of the
rock and roll cover band Hoosier Daddy. They
have performed at local fraternity houses and
.1rea clubs and bars, and opened for Stroke 9 last
semester.
"He is extremely talented and I think more
people know that now," Alpha Omicron Pi Panhellenic Council delegate Stevie Lowery said.
Panhellcnic Council nominated McDaniel for
the pageant.
Lowery said !'>he was happy McDaniel won Mr.
MSU primarily because he is not involved in any
Greek organization. Alpha Omicron Pi sponsored the pageant to raise money for arthritis
research.
"A lot of people think we just let fraternity

boys in the page.tnt, but that's not the case,"
Lowery said . "Fin.11ly we have an independent
who won and they won fair and square."
McDaniel s.1id he appreci<1ted the Panhellenic
for ib nomination .
''I'm glad I won to make the people who nominated me look like they made a good choice," he
said.
McDaniel nlso said he nppreciated all the support he received while being involved in the
pageant, especi.1lly from the members of his
band, who played for him during the talent portion of the contest.
"The Mr. MSU page.mt isn't something the
guys in the band would bt• involved in," he said.
"They did it for me, to help me, and I think they
enjoyed it too.''
McDaniel said he was a little nervous about the
opening dance number and evening wear competition, but was confid"•nt in the talent portion.
"When I actually got to do the singing part I
felt nt home, and that was the easy part," he said.
McDaniel was .tble to show his skills in the talent portion of the competition when he sang
Man•in Gaye's ''Let's Get it On."
"1 wanted to do Sl)mething that was different
than wl1.1t most p~ople would hear at one of our
shows, and J figured it would be a good crowd
responsl' song," hl• said.
McO.miel ,tlso said he wanted to do the song
bec,wse it would make the female audience
members "lose their minds."
"But, please don't put that in there," he said
laughingly. "My mom will be reading this."
McD<1niel said his family has influenced his
musical career. At a )'llung age he would sing

C.ul WilliJnlS/Tht' Shield

Alpba Omicron PI members cheer as John McDaniel takes the stage to accept the 2000
Mr. MSU title Friday night at Lovett Auditorium.
with his father, Buddy McDaniel, in a country said.
band at the Kentucky Opry.
McDaniel didn't come to colll'ge just to be ln a
"I haven't had one weekend off since I was five band. Ht• is also ·' public relations major, but he
years old," McDaniel said.
wants to pursue music when he graduates in May.
McDanid continued to play with his father's
'1 just want to be able to play music for a living
b,md until about two years ago, when Hoosier because it is really the only thing I know to do," he
Daddy beg.m to make its mark. But he said he still said.
plays occ<1sionally with his father.
McDaniel said if he doesn't continue his music
"My dad's a great singer and guitar player and I career he will not be satisfied: "You ought to be
guess I just picked up where he left off," McD,utiel able to do whatever your God-given talent is."

Superman stay away: 3 Doors Down brings Kryptonite to Murray
BY M ELISSA STONEBERGER
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Superman should plan to stay
home in Metropolis, Ill., on
Tuesday night when 3 Doors
Down performs its hit "Kryptonite" at tht• Regional Special
Events Center.
Curtis B<1ker, Student Government Association concert chair,
said more than 1,700 concert
tickets h.we been sold, and
expects more to be sold at the

door. Ticket salec; for this concert
are higher than those of the
October 1999 MTV C.unpus
Invasion Tour, which sold Clboul
1,400 tickets in Murruy.
Baker said he attributes the
increase in sales to the popul.uity of the band, whoSt? songs
"Kryptonite" and "lost•r" h<wc
received much air time on radio
stations in the are.1.
'':rhey're getting a lot of exposure right now, and I really think

they're gonna keep climbing,"
Baker said.
Bc1ker s<1id he expects ticket
s.1Jcs to grow as the concert
appro<lches.
"Murray's a big day-of-show
city," he said. "Most tickets will
sell on Monday or Tuesday."
Liss.l Newman, a publicity
.1ssist.mt for Universal Records,
said 3 Doors Down promises a
good show.
" lhey're young, real guys in

jeans and T-shirts singing good
songs," she said. "They're awesome lh•e."
Nickelback and Dust of Life
will open for 3 Doors Down.
Nickelback, .1 b.1nd from Vancouver, British Columbb, h,ls a
video for "Brenthe" on MTV
According to a press relense
from Universal r~cords, the band
describes itself as "h<1rd rocking,
energetic and entertaining
rhythn1·driven songwriting."
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Tickets, which are $10 for students and $12 for the general
public, .ue ilYnilrlble in Mw-ray
.11 the RSEC, Gingl.'r's Hallmark
<lnd Sunset Boulevard; in Benton
.1t !ktsey's J lallmark; in Mayfield at Ginger's H<1llmark; and
in P.uis at Tennessce Pitstop
"You c,ln spend $10 at the
Apple getting a bean roll and a
pitcher of beer," B.1ker said.
"Here you can get tbr<.>e hours
worth of good live music."

Iwww.t_henews.org I

I TERRAPIN STATION I
920 S. 12Th

Jake Ottman, director of marketing for Wind Up Records, the
production company for Dust of
life, said the group can be compared to the band Godsmack.
The Memphis, Tenn., band finJs
itself on lhe alternative and rock
charts most often, Ottman said.
The show begins ,1t 8 p.m., but
doors open at 7. Radio station
Electric 96.9 will be on campus
all day with a live remote and
giveaways.

Expiration Date 10/20/00.
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Thank you to everyone
who helped make Mr.
MSU a success!

John Austin McDaniel
. . Mr. MSU'"''
for wannang
•••••

Th., llfst Dlg:nep •n be(:om1ng an 019Can donor rs mak1ng the deocla•o11 lo do so But I hot dec1110n
urone doesn't guarantee that your WJ$hes w1ll be followed. What many peopl~ <1on't know
IS mat lt•e aurv•vmg fam•IV must g•ve conser" belore organ and llltw• recovery c an
teke place. W•thout 111a1 consent, 11 simply wont happen. Please don't let a wonderful
e1ec1slon go to waste. Talk to your famlly about d9""1'"9 your orgarl6. Talk to your lamily abovl
don&ti"\J life. For more Information. viSII wv.w snereyourhfe
or CQII 1· 800 ·355·SHARE.
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Murray State faces must-win situations for rest of season
UT-Martin vs.
Mum1y State
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 2-3

10.1

OVC), UT-MARTIN
J.4 (0.3 OVC)
KICKOFF:
TOMORROW,

2 P.M.
WHERE: St<YHAWK
STADIUM, MARTIN,
TENN.
PREVIOUS MEETING:

62,
14.
Ocr. 9, 1999
MURRAY STATE

UT·MARTIN

SERIES RECORD:
MSU LEADS

26-9-1.

BY J ASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EOtTOR

Murray State football players are hoping
history continues to repeat itself.
Last year, the Racers won four Ohio Valley Conference games after losing the to the
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers.
The Racers must look to duplicate the
feat, as Western is now 3-0 in the conference. For the Racers to have a chance at the
OVC title, they must win the rest of their
games and Western must lose twice.
Western plays in one of the top Division
l-AA games of the week Saturday when
they travel to OVC preseason favorite East·
em Kentucky.
"The best thing that could happen for us
is for Eastern to beat Western this week,"
Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said. "As
you look at the OVC race, it's an even race.
There are some great teams and it's really
balanced from top to bottom."

The Racers will have their own problems
Saturday as they face the UT-Martin Skyhawks, the last of three conSt."'Cutive, and
four total. option teams they have faced this
season.
Despite the .399 yards rushing the Racers
gave up to WKU last weekend, Pannunzio
said he feels his defense is improving.
"As b<ld as I hate to say it, we did get a little bit better defensively, but you can't give
up the big plays,'/ Pannunzio said. ~'ln the
second half, thL'y had thl' ball for 26 plays.
On 22 of those 26 plays/ we contained them,
but on thl' four other plays they scored 28
points.
"We nero to step forward and get over
the loss/ 1 he said. 111t's (Sati.rrday's game) as
a big game for them as it is for us. They
have a reillly nice quarterback in (Bill)
Whittemore and a freshman running back
in (Roland) Ogletree from Murfrec~-boro,
Tenn., that runs the ball extremely well."

e' e B

Ont? interesting fact about tht? Racers'
next five games is they are all Homecoming games. The Racers play the Skyhawks
Eastern IUinois and Southeast Missouri
St«te before hosting Tennessee Tech for
MSU's Homecoming. The Racers then
travel to Eastern Kentucky for the
Colonels' Homecoming game on Nov. 4.
Some Racers are banged up going into
Saturday's game. Defensive end Ed Johnson, senior from Florence, Miss., is still out
with a partially tom MCLin his left knee.
Defensive back Jeremy Davis, junior from
Birmingham, Ala., is out for the year with
the broken arm he suffered at Middle Tennessee.
Offensive lineman Sam Gregg. junior
from Amory/ Miss., sprained his knee and
is likely out for the season. Wide receiver
Terrence Tillman, senior from Memphis,
Term./ is questionable for Saturday's game
recovering from a concussion he suffered
1

from two consecutive hits in the Western
game. The second hit was strong enough
to break his face mask.
Turnovers were the key concern for the
Racers this Wt.>ek in practice, bec.mse they
fumbled five times .1gainst WKU .
"We had two turnovers early in the first
quarter that hurt us because that gave
Western ti!e ball on our e'nd,'' Racer quarterback Stewart Childress. freshman from
Princeton, said. "The skill players worked
on fumble drills and ball security in pr.lctice this week so we can eliminate the
turnovers that hurt us against Western."
One note of local interest is Alan Chase,
three-year starting offensi\•e lineman for
Murray High School, is now the starting
center for UT-Martin this season.
Kickoff for the game is scheduled for 2
p.m. at Skyhawk Stadium in M.utin,
Tenn.

ovc Sllldngs
Overall, OVC

WKU 4.0, 3·0
TTU 3·1 , 2·0
EIU 3· 1, 2-0
EKU 3· 1, 1-1
TSU 1·3, 0-0
MSU 2·3, 0· 1
SEMO 2-3, 0-2
UT-M 1·4, 0-3

'
ble/ the ground seemed to have influence on the loss of possession. Almost
aU of the players on the field appeared
to stop and prepare for the next play
after Byars hit the turf. No whistles
were blown and Jon Drummond was
credited with a touchdown.
~'I don't want to say anything that
will come back and haunt me," Pann unzio said . "But all I know is that
when 21 out of the 22 p layers on the
field are completely stopped, something is not right."
The Racer offense didn't quit. Childress found Slater for a 65-yard
touchd own early in the fourth quarter narrowing the Hilltopper lead to
41-30. After WKU responded with a
touchdown, Childress again found
Slater in the back of the end zone.
This 26-yard pass moved the score to
its final tally, 48-38.
"Their (WKU) comers were playing up on me and I got right past
them," Slater said. "Stewart made
good reads and good throws."
Pannunzio was impressed with tht."
play of Slater in the second hali.
"He's a big time player," he said.
"He has a really unique ability to go
deep. I don't know that he1S really
that fast, but he gets behind people."
Also turning in an impressive performance for the Racers was tight
end Josh McKeel. McKeel, junior
from Murray, C<1ught a career-high
eight passes for 72 yards. His first six
receptions were all good for MSU
first downs.
For the game, Childress completed
3-! passPs on a school record 56
attempts. H(' has already passed for
over 1,300 yards this season, 300
yards more th.m any other OVC
quarterback.
WKU Head Co,1ch Jack Harbaugh
was pleased following the game that
his team would not have to play
Childress in the future.
~'I have no remorse in leaving the
OVC since Stewart Childress is here
for the next three yeMs,'' Harbaugh
said. "My recommendation would
be that we not resume the rivalry
until he graduates.n

BY SAM AGUIAR
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Career games from Stewart Childress and Michael Slater were not
enough for the Murray State football
team Saturday, as Western Kentucky
retained the Red Belt with a 48-38 victory.
Childress, freshman from Princeton,
threw for a career-high 425 yards and
three touchdowns. Slater, junior from
Vicksburg, Miss., caught seven passes
for a career-high of 194 yards and
three touchdowns, as the Racers lit up
a solid Hilltopper defense for 591 total
yards and 38 points.
Despite the offensive production,
MSU again had trouble with the
option. WKU's triple-option attack
amassed 399 yards on ~e ground and
averaged close to seven and a half
yards per carry. '
11
1 was really impressed with Westem Kentucky.,'/ Racer Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio said. "They have a lot of
team speed. They1 re a good football
team and they didn't make mistakes.
We made mistakes and they won the
football game,"
Keith Brooks led the Hilltopper
charge, rushing for 186 yards and
l"ree touchdowns on only 17 carries.
DeWayne Gallishaw also had a big
game for WKU, rushing for 118 yards
and a touchdown before leaving the
contest with a neck injury early in the
fourth quarter.
WKU, ranked 21st nationally/ continuously found ways to halt MSU
momentum. With the score 27-10
early in the third quarter, MSU faiJcd
to quit as Childress hit Slater on a 48yard touchdown pass. A blocked extra
point attempt kept the score at 27-16.
The MSU defense held on the ensuing WKU possession and the Racer
offense regained possession; however1
their drive was halted three plays
later.
The Hilltoppers returned a questionable fumble by Garner Byars,
sophomore from Louisville, 57 yards
for a touchdown to make the score 3416.
Although the play was ruled a fum-

..

Photos by Ryan Brooks

f(Top)

Western Ke ntucky tailback DeWayne Gallby a Murray Sta te d efender in the
first quarter of Saturday's 48-38 loss to WKU. G allr ish aw had 118 yards r ushing on 13 carries before suffe r ing a neck inj u ry early in the fourth quarter tha t
left h im m otionless on the field for about 15 minutes.
EMT 's tr a nsported him to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

fish aw is tackled

(Right) W K U tra iners celebrate with the " Red Belt"
after the game on Saturday. T he belt will stay in
Bowling G reen until the next meeting, which probably will not ha ppen until 2004.

Mumy State 38
W. Kentucky 48
RECORDS: MUI!RAY
STATE 2-3 10.1
OVC), WESTERN
KENTUCKY 4.() 13.0
OVC)
K EY PLAYERS:
STEWART CHilDRESS,

34.56 (PASSING),
425 YARDS, THREE
TOUCHDOWNS.
MICHAEl SLATER,
SEVEN CATCHES,

194

YARDS RECEIVING,
TH~EE

TOUCHDOWNS.

Jo sH McKEEL1 EIGHT
CATCHES,

72 YARDS

RECEIVING.
COMMENTS: •THEIR
(WKU I CORNERS
WERE PlAYING UP ON
ME AND

I GOT RIGHT

PAST THEM. STEWART
MADE GOOD READS
AND GOOD

THROWS. H -SLATER,
ON HIS PERFORMANCE
SATURDAY.

End-of-year baseball awards should have favorites, surprises in mix
Sports Talk

SAM

A GUIAR

"IN THE NL,
THERE SHOULD
BE THREE
WORDS THAT

COME TO THE
MOUTH OF

EVERY VOTER:
T ODD H ELTOI\;

BABY."

It's the second week of October and
the Major League Baseball season is
once again approaching its close.
Although this season did not include
record home-run hitting paces set by
Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa, it
was still a year that included many
standout performers. So, as the Associ·
ated Press and baseball journalists
throughout the nation begin to hand
out their awards, let's take a look at the
candidates.
First and foremost are the American
and National League MVP awards. I
am sick and tired of hearing that the
AL's award is a two way race between
the Seattle Mariners' Alex Rodriguez
and the Chicago White Sox's Frank
Thomas.
A simple note to fans both local and
far away: baseball is played in Canada,
too. Carlos DelgaJo made a serious
run at the Triple Crown this sec1son
\\'lth the Toronto Blue Jays and has not
t'ven been mentioned as a serious ~:on
lt'nder for the MVP. He finished the
season hitting .341 with 41 home-runs

and 137 RBis.
Delgado also finished in the top
seven in every major AL statistical category, except stolen bases and triples.
Carlos, the rest of the country might
not have noticed you this year, but I
sure did.
In the NL, there should be three
words that come to the mouth of every
voter: Todd Helton, baby.
lf this slugger loses the NL MVP
vote, it would be like George W. Bush
and AI Gore falling to Pat Buchanan.
Helton hit a Major League best .372 for
the Colorado J{ockies while leading
the majors in RBis with 1-17.
Like Ddgado, Helton was also
among the lcagttl' it'c1ders in t>vcry
offensiw category, except stolen bases
.md triples. I dl)ll' t c.1re if the air is thin
in Denver/ Helton stiU had one heck of
a season and it \VOuldn't be surprising
to see his contract extended and
restructured this wintl.'r.
These two picks came relathrely t'.,sy
to myself, but the dt.>cision of who
should receh·c the Cy Young in each

league posed a little more difficulty.
Boston Red Sox's pitcher Pedro Martinez once again proved himself to be
the most dominan t pitcher in baseball
posting an ERA more than three points
below the league average. The diet of
beer and chips eventually caught up
with Toronto Blue Jays' pitcher David
Wells in his lackluster second half of
the season.
But how about Tim Hudson as a
wild card. This pitcher not only helped
my fantasy team win a league title, but
also won his last seven starts en route
to a wiMing season. He was 5-0 in
September and posted an ERA of 1.69
for the month.
Hudson's clutch performance
throughout the last two months of the
season cat<1pultcd the Oakland A's into
the playoffs for the first time in eight
years.
Maybe his numbers aren't .1s strong
as Pedro's, but his performance in
clutch time should at least open soml'
\'oters' eves.
On the NL side, Arizona Diamond-

•
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Although they are on the verge of
ba:cks' Randy Johnson might still be
the ugliest man in baseball, but he's no falling to Seattle in the AL Divisional
longer the game S best pitcher. ~'The Series, Manual still deserves the nod.
Big Unit" began the season on a tear With an acquisition of an ace for the
but could not carry the Diamondbacks starting rotation and a consistent closwhen they needed him most.
er (sorry Keith Foulke} in the off seaSo, as much as I hate Ted Turner's son, the White Sox should find themball club, give the award to Greg Mad- selves back in serious contention next
dux. He carried Atlanta Braves in Sep- season.
In the NL, let's give the award to
tember by throwing 39.1 con..•;ecutive
shutout innings. Granted, it wasn't Bobby Valentine of the New York
Maddux's best season, but he was still Mets. Voted a couple of years ago by
the NL's top pitcher.
MLB pl.1yers as the most disliked manThe toughest award to giw out, and ager in baseball, this guy has tried realprobably the closest in voting, should ly hard to lighten up. ln fact, I saw him
be the AL Manager of the Year. It l" a on "Sportsccntern doing a dance with
three-way race between the White his plc1yers earlier this year. Valentin(•
Sox's Jerry Manuat Art Howe of thl' knows how to win and will continue to
A's and the Mariners' Lou Piniclla.
managl' the Mcts to success.
Out of these three teams, the one
So, as the voters begin to determine
that !>hocked me the most was the their selections for these prestigious
Chicago White Sox. ln only his third awards, perhaps a few surprises wiU
season at the helm, Manual took a be in store for the fc1ns.
team with one of the worst and most
inconsistent pr~season pitching rot,l·
tions and led them to the best n.'(ord in Sam Aguiar is the as:.istant sports !'ditar
for "TilL' Murrav Stale Nt!lPS. "
the AL.
1
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OVCAdlea

$portLIJirt
Mkhael Slater,
tewart Childress,
~ichael Slater
Mit Stewart Chil~ress are in this
week's Racer
~rtUght.

L~~ater, junior

!!reCeiver from
IViclc$bur& Miss.,
caught seven
for a
·
car~higb: 194
'
ards and three
ouchdowns in
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Men's, women's cross counby
compete at Commodore Classic

The Murray State men's cross country
team finished third in the 26 team Commodore Classic hosted by Vanderbilt on
Sept. 30.
The Racers finished ahead of all other
OVC schools in the event, in<!luding
~Murray State's 4~
Tennessee Tech (9th), Morehead (12th),
setback to
Austin Peay (20th), and Tennessee State
WestemKen(25th).
Belmont won the event with a score of
~onSatur·
(jay. Slaterscored 38 points, claiming three of the top six
individual finishers. Harding was sec~~n passes of 48; ·
ond at 115, followed by the Racers at
lb S and 26 yards.
123.
He ls currently
irst in the ovc .
Jeremy Kirk, junior from Aloha, Ore.,
was MSU's top performer, placing
receptions,
roceiving yardage eighth among the 217 runners with a
time of 26:14.
touChdowns.
Brian Palmer, senior from Benton, finChild~, freshmat\ quarterback ished 13th at 26:36, and Ryan Davis,
sophomore from Memphis, placed 24th
from Princeton,
completed 34 of , at 27:09. Joe Davis, sophomore from
Benton, finished 33rd at 27:25.
66 passts for 425
On the women's side, Murray State
;rardS and three
placed 15th in the 23 team classic with a
touchdowns in
score of 397. Host Vanderbilt won the
ast week's loss.
event with a total of 80.
Hj$56p~
Individually, Emily Herndon, junior
attell'\pts :set a
from Gresham, Ore., was MSU's top finew MSU record
arid the 34 &Jm.. . isher. She placed 27th in the 208-runner
r,tetions were one event with a time of 19:56.
Other MSU runners included Erin
,~f the mark ,
McMullen, freshman from Salem, m., in
~t l>y former

pasSes
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E
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Ruarterback Justin
Fuenle lastye,ar,

futfact

on Oct. 5r1985,
;~v;-

.'.

'

~ddle Robinson

of Gl'aD\bling
State Univel'$ity
became the winrungest coiCh in
college football
hi$~ with his
624th Win, a 27-7
victory over

Prairie View.
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OVC Football
Schedule

Women's tennis fares well
at Tennessee-Chattanooga

ovc
SEMO
EIU
UTM
TIU
MSU
Morehead
APSU
EKU
TSU

Overall
5-0
8-8
10-5
5·1
5-2

3-3
3-4
1-2
1-2
0-3
0-6

first round match in the A singles bracket to the eventual bracket champion
Sophie Cremers of Shorter, 6-2, 6-2. But
Spencer came back to win the consolation bracket, pulling off three con.<;ecutive victories. She defeated Belmont's
Starr Steffner, 6-2, 6-4, in the finals.
Katona competed in the D singles
bracket and advanced to the champi·
onship with two consecutive victories
before falling in the finals to Jacksonville State's Belinda Baca, 6-1, 6-0.
Murray State will host its first dual
match of the season on Thursday at 2:30
p.m. against Southern lllinois.

Michael Calef, senior from West
Bridgewater, Mass., led MSU with a
three-round score of 223, tying him for
lOth place out of 104 golfers. Robert
Hebert II, freshman from Tarpon
Springs, Fla., tied for 24th at 227; Brandon Henson, sophomore from Mayfield, tied for 41st at 230; and jeremy
Grantham, senior from Mayfield, and
Matt Stark, junior from West Lafayette,
Ind., tied for 44th, each shooting a 231.

The Murray State women's tennis
team competed at the UT-Chattanooga
Women's Fall Classic, held Sept. 29 to
Oct. 1 in Chattanooga, Tenn.
The doubles team of Maria Alonte,
junior from Milwaukee, and Erica Heshelman, sophomore from Rockton, Ill.,
won the B flight championship, beating
Tennessee Tech's Nastya Mimova and
Men's golf finishes fourth
Ana Olsando, 8-6; Jacksonville State's
Vanessa Gomez and Manda Martin, 8-4; at EKU Colonel Classic
The Murray State men's golf team finand Tennessee-Chattanooga's Catherine Allen and Saskia van Velze, 8-4, to ished in fourth •place at the 19-team
EKU Colonel Classic at the par 72, 6,638
take the title.
Cheryl Graham, sophomore from yard Arlington Golf Course in RichPeachtree City, Ga., and Gina Katona, mond from Sept. 28 to 30.
Host Eastern Kentucky won the toursenior from Budapest, Hungary, competed in the C doubles bracket and nament with a three-round score of 881.
bounced back to win the consolation . Ohio was second at 888, followed by
championship after a first round set- Belmont, 895; Murray State, 899; Tenback to Tennessee-Chattanooga's Cyn- nessee-chattanooga, 901; Wright State,
thia Oulevay and tauren Snipes. The 907; Morehead, 908; IUPUI, 912; Cumduo defeated Samford's Natalya Spiek- berland (Ky.), 914; Dayton, 915; Cleve·
er and Ashley Spann, 8-3, in the conso- l~d State, 916; Evansville, 920; Depaul,
lation bracket final
920; Detroit Mercy, 923; Youngstown
In singles play, Melissa Spencer, State, 925; Eastern Illinois, 928; Upfreshman from Roswell, Ga., lost her scomb, 932; and UT-Martin, 938.

OVC Volleyball
Standings

S.hlnlay

T•nSU•~ •t ~m IU u>Qi, ,
1"'10 p.m.
Murr•y St.a~ ll UT- M•rtln, 2 p.m.
~ ... t~~a>t M.....m ., r..,_,,.,
Tf<h.lpm
f.J•trrn .Ka•ntu<:ky 11 Wnl<'m "'-"'"
lucky, Spm.

57th at 20:33; Brookley Longworth,
senior from Henderson, in 115th at
22:01; and Amy Vreeland, senior from
Rolling Meadows, Ill., in 129th at 22:18.

11-4
9-6

5-9
10-4
9-8
3-11
0-16

ovc

TCidly

l'l>l••m Kmtur~y • I r-n 1111,..,..,

7rm

Moreh\!ad J1 ~'uthe.l... t MI>O&lUf1, 1

p.m
Trnn.s-

r ...h II UT·M•nin. 1 r m
Al.ab.UN Su"' Jt y..,,.,...... SUn., 7

r.m

TOIIWNOW
M·~ •t ~"""" ntinol1. noon

r,.,.....,.,..,Ta:h ot Murr.y St•lr. l
r••
F.btt·m K."nturky 11 S.>uth•·••t Mb·
.....,~ 2 p.m.
Motwl•r
E••nsvilk at Soulh•.,t Mi....,uri.
7pm

Overall

6-5-0

MSU
2-1
Morehead 0-1
0-2
SEMO
0-3
UTM

8-5-D
5-5-1

UT •M•rhn •t ll<lm,>nt, 2 r m

4-4·1

rcnn<'SS<.'t' r,~·h ·' ' E•otc"'

ETU

9-2-1

0·13-D

"Sports Brirfly" is compiled by Sam
Aguiar, assistant sports editor.

Suncl.y

Mtn

~nts

llh"''"'·

tK\rf..ln

Murr•y Stolte • t ~. noctn
S.•uthe.ast MIMOltn at C...lfK•'lOWn
(Ky.). I pm.
Tundoy
M""•Y Subt •• Unavenity ol

l.uuaovill•. 6;~ p m

w....•sSc:ons
Soccer
$etll. 21
EIU 2
llorthlllll (OJJ

TTU2
50100
SWMIItoUit8

unto
Sept. 30

Arbnus 51.2
MSU 1
tkt.l
111J 7
UJ'MO

r..,ay

7..()

5-2

ill'

H<~tt>r

4·3
4·3

Cl.>rk
Hart
Eh7.abeth
Rtchmond
Franklin

3-1
2·5
2-5
'H>

Women
R<ogt•nts

I). I

H~ter

I·· I

~rin~r

4·3
4·3
.J-4

IU~lh

Clark
Hart
WhU.
Rldlmond

MSU def. EICU, 3-0
(15-6, 15-10.15-121
SEMO del. nu, 3-0
(15-1, 15-S,. 15-7)

Fraternities

Colleges

) p.m.
$llunlay

unt6

OVCVoleyW
Sept. 30

Residential

TCid•Y

TIU46

MSU2
SEMOO

Softball st..ndings

Sou1hc.\1St Mlut•urt •r Mnr~old.

3-0
2·0

TfU

WQTV will be at the MSU game
tomorrow as they travel to face the UTMartin Skyhawks at 2 p.m. It will be
broadcast on Sunday at noon.
The audio for this broadcast will be a
"radio simulcast" with Neil Bradley and
Sam Rickman.
WQTV is a broadcast service of MSU
and is the only local television station
serving the Purchase Area of western
Kentucky and northern Tennessee.

Fin~l

OVC Soccer
Schedule

OVC Soccer
Standings

OVC Volleyball
Schedule

WQlV airs replay of MSU
footbaD rnatchup with UT-Martin

EICU 41

501024

H

2-5

()-7

Alpha Tau Omega
Si 1M Chi
ArP"'' Si~ma Phi
!.11mbdi1 :hi Alpha
Pi K~p~ Alpha
:iiftma I Epsilon
A ph.l G.lmma Rho

5-1
4-2
4·2
~-2

3-3
1-5
()..6

Sororities/Incl.
Alpha Si~;mn A~n
Alph.t Gamm.t •Ita
Si~ma Sigma Si~
A ~ha Oinicron 1
8S
Alph~ D...tl.l Pi

.5-U

-l-1
3-2

2·3
I-I

EIU del. TSU, 3-0
115-3, 15-5, 15-6)
Od. J

EIU del TIU, 3-0
(15-7, 15-11, 15-91

o-s

tkt.3

....

MSU dlf. TSU, 3.4
111-7, .... 15-31
~

MID-TERM GRADES
UNDERGRADUATES ONLY
(Graduates, irregular, & visiting students do not have mid-term grades)

Mid-term grades will be available on the
Racernet PIN system on Tue., Oct. 10
after 9 p.m.
M:id-term grades -will not be mailed
or handed out in Sparks Hall.
Go to www.murraystate.edu and click on the iPINIIogo.

IMPORTANT
In December, final grades will be posted to the Racernet PIN
system and will not be mailed or handed out in Sparks Hall.
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Racers solidify third place in OVC with win over SEMQ
BY J ASON BIUINGSLEY
S!'ORTS EorroR

Perhaps more than any other
sport, scoring the first goal in soccer can be the most critic-ell part of
the game.
That was what the Racers did
Tuesdny afternoon,beating the
Southeast Missouri Indians 2-0 at
Cutchin Field. The Racers are
now 8-1 when scoring first this
season.
"In the game of soccer, the first
goal is huge," R.1cer Head Coach
Mike Minielli said. "There's no
major league soccer team or any
of the teams in the foreign
leagues where a team has a winning record when they don't
score the first goal."
Brooke Lencki, freshman from
Murray, scored the first goal of
the game only a few minutes after
entering the game. Lencki drove
past h·vo SEMO defenders and
drove a shot to the right side of
the nt•t, past the charging SEMO
go.1lkeeper.
'Tm not really sure who passed
me the ball. but I got it and I tried

to make a quick tum on her/'
Lencki said. "I went to the inside
and I only saw one defender, so I
thought I would just take her oneon-one,"
"l heard Coach Minielli say to
go to the goal and I went at her. I
had been waiting too long to
make the first move on a defender, so I made a move early and
she turned her back, so r went
behind her and the keeper came
up on me and I hit it toward the
back post."
Minielli said the first goal was a
great individual effort by Brooke
Lencki.
''She took on two players and
was able to get it in," Minielli
said. "Something we've been trying to do offensively is when
we're about 20 to 25 yards out in
front of the goal we're not making good decisions and good
pas..'>CS to get good shots. We're
getting some long shots and some
long crosses, but not getting those
goals that are just easy to score."
The Racers came out of the
locker room at halftime, and
quickly put the second goal on

Ryan Brooks/The News

April Freeman (left) senior from Reidland, and SEMO's Jen
Cross fight to head a baU during Thesday's game.
the scoreboard as Jackie Thomas,
freshman from St. Louis, took a
pass from lauren McAdams,

freshman from Evansville, lnd.,
and put it in the back of the net
for a 2-0 R.1cer lead. McAdams

was still ranked as one of the
NCAA's assist leaders at 15th
going into Tuesday's game.
McAdams now has 10 assists in
13 games for a .77 assists-pergame average.
"It's basically just my job,"
McAdams said. "I'm here to kind
of lead a little bit and in there to
dish it off. My teammates are the
ones doing it for me because their
getting it in. "
Minielli said the second goal
was huge because if SEMO
scored, the game could be turned
into a "barnyard fight."
"But what that second goal
does is it kind of puts them down
and they have to work twice as
hard to get back into the game,''
Minielli said. "1bat's what we
talked about at halftime was coming out and really getting on to
them in the second half."
The Racers are still nationally
ranked as the top first-year worn·
en's soccer team and are the only
first-year team with a winning
record. Minielli said the ranking
has been both a blessing and a

curse.

"It's been a blessing because-It's
gotten our program on the riilip
and a lot of publicity, which ct~
of first-year teams do not get/'1\e
said. "But sometimes our ltlds
read too much into it and we start
to feel good about ourselves cmtl
we play a team that is not as gBOa
as us .md we'll play down to tht.qt
~.~~
level."
The R<Kcrs play their fourtH
OVC game Sunday at Morehe:i:i
State. The Racers lost their otHe}
OVC road game to Tenn~~
Tech on Sept. 20, and four of tn~i~
five total los..--es are from roa'd
gaml>s. McAdams said the tearri~
making changes in their prepa~a~
tion before playing road gam~
including leaving for road game;;
the night before.
·' .
"W'
•
• .....t
e re rea IIy r:10CUstng
on ou~
warmup now, especially on th~
..
• "1
bus, because getting off the b'us
really kills your legs.'' MeAd~~
said. ''So wt•'re working real, r~l'll
·r·'
hard on our warmup and gett,1R~
a lot of sprinting in to get us a li!~
tle bit tired and sweat goj~
before the game so then we'f.e
' ,v
ready to st.ut."
•
J 1.;,11

Women's golf places fourth at home
Rifle opens season victoriousi
Olttt
tournament, finishes behind OVC rivals
BY TIM ALSOIROOKS
STAFf WRITER

BY JEREMY KIRK
STAff WRtTER

Tile Murray State women's golf team
fini-ihed fourth .1t the annual Lady Racer
Cli'lssic, se\'cn strokes behind OVC rival
Austin Pcay.
The toumament was held Monday
and Tuesday at the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
E.1stcrn Kentucky won the tournament, shooting a 305 in the final round
and fuushlng with a final score of 621 at
the par-72, 6,017-yard course.
Arkansas Statt> finished second with a
624, followed by Austin Peay with a 640,
and MSU with a 647. Eight teams finished behind MSU.
4
1 th.inK a lot of us wanted to beat
Austin Peay," Kelly Wren, sophomore
from South Fulton, Tenn. said. "They
beat us at Ole Miss and I think they want
to be considered a team (to watch for in

the conference). We were wanting to
beat Austin Peay, that was our main
goal.''
The Lady Racers were led by ninthplace finisher Stephanie Baskey,
sophomore from Mount Sterling, who
shot a two-day total of 158.
Other top MSU finishers were
Megan Rees, junior from Hertfordshire, England, and Cuyler Hedley,
freshman from Cobourg, Ontario, who
tied for 13th place with 160.
"We felt confident going into the
tournament," Wren said. "At any tournament, we try to put in a good score
the first day, and the second day we try
and beat our scores from the first."
Lady Racer Head Coach Velvet Milkman was also pleased with the team's
performance and thought the tournament went well.
"Eastern Kentucky and Austin Peay

certainly provided us with good competition," Milkman said. "As far as our
team play goes, we're not quite where
we want to be yet. We have two or
three holes that are keeping us from
being there, but it's not a tough problem."
Rees said the team worked with the
gaps.
As a whole, we as a team stuck in
there," Rees said. "We had a couple
people not p laying well, but we
wor ked around that."
The Murray State Gold team, consisting of the four players who are not on
the five-player varsity t11am, were in
place last after the first day of competiII

~~

I

The Lady Racers' next competition
will be at the Arkansas State University Lady Indian Classic, on Monday and
Tuesday in Jonesboro, Ark.

Murray State's rifle team is well on target,
thanks to its win Sunday in a dual meet with
UT-Martin a t MSU's Pat Spurgin Rifle

Range.
Interim Head Coach Megan Vasek said
the team looked good in their season opener.
"lhey all did an excellent job, Vasek said.
"We are defmitely going to be a contender if
we can keep this up.''
The best overall shooter for the Racers was
Morgan Hicks, freshman from Tacoma,
Wash., who had an aggregate score of 1556,
which breaks down to 1167 (out of possible
l21XJ) in small bore and 389 {out of 400) in air
rifle.
J.T. Hearn, junior from Carrier Mills, Ill.,
had the second best score, an aggregate of
1513. Team captain Ann Proctor, senior from
' was only eight points
Gard('n City, Mich.,
away from a perfect score in air rifle with a
392, and her aggregate score was 1511.
"The biggest part of rifle is all the mental
11

stuff that goes with the good shootin~t'
Proctor said. "If you focus too much on
shot. it could impact the rest of your perfO~";
mance in a bad way."
"··:
The team has a busy schedule from n~
until the second week in November wiffi'it •
match each week, but then they get a brenkuntil mid;Januray. With that lull period, the
team has to~ up practice on their own.
"''ll encourage them to shoot some:at
home during Christmas break to keep ~llJ
for when we start back with competition...-Jm..
January," Vasek said.
•"1J
Vasek said the team looks good a.!J4.:l
should be in good shape by the time secli9£lr•
als and regionals come around later in \\Wl
spring.
~~·; !
"They are coming together really w~,;
Vasek said. ''The team is full of good sh~t~.
ers and I have a lot of faith that they will coJi\•
tend in the NCA.As."
• •
Murray State will tra~..~ J~nviJle
State for a dual match Saturday at 8 a.m.
"Jacksonville State is ranked right up there
with us, but hopefully we can win the
match," Vasek said.

II •

We're giving away this '87 Cadillac Coup de Ville
on Halloween! (Oct. 31st, 6 pm)

REGISTER NOW! SEPTEMBER THRU OCT. 31ST
AT ~

BRANDON III&WORlD
....

,. ,

1300 N. 121 BYPASS (NEXT TO LOWE'S) • MURRAY, KY

The Dealership That's Doing Business

A New and Exciting Way!

Features include ...

CALL US ,.ODAY

• 4·br 4·balh & 2·br 2·bath
• Pnvate bath oH each bedroom
• Fully furniShed & unfurnashed
available ·You pick!
• FREE washer & dryer in each apt

(270) 753-5315 • I
1 ) Must be 18 Yrs of Age to Register
2 ) Must Register on a Salesman's Bus1ness Card
3.) Winner will be responsible for tax, title. &license
4.) MUSl be present to win. No Purchase Necessary

• Individual Leases
• Minutes from campus
• Very high speed Internet access
• FREE Cable with HBO & Cinemax
• Roommate ma tching

• Clubhouse with ping pong. pool
table, fooaball,stereo. and TV
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Ughted tennis court
• State-of·the-art fitneu center

1700 Lowes Drive • www.MurrayPiace.com

-
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~Racers

win two out of three
:games at 'Death Valley,' TSU
(,

,.

Bv JEREMY KtRK
STAFF WRITER

·' .When the Murray State volleyball team defeated' Tennessee State 3-0 (15-7, 15-4, 15-2), Tuesday
'night, il wasn't enough to flatter Head Conch
'oave Schwepker following the match.
; ··"I was disappointed in the way the team
'played,'' Schwepker said. "We won, but we were
flat."
~ Ip the women's three-game bout with Tennessee State, assistant coach Marlene Metti felt
Jb,e same in describing how the Racers played.
;.~:we really didn't play well and didn't come
ol}t strong, we just came out flat," Metti said.
.".We didn't go there on a mission to win, we just
showed up and played."
; ~ :rhis was the Racers' second meeting with Tennessee State. Murmy State won its last match at
liome, 15-1, 15-4, 15-2.
, •-IJ'he Racers, who now stand at 5-9 for the season and at 3-4 in Ohio Valley Conference competition, also competed against Morehead State on
~pt. 29 and Eastern Kentucky on Sept. 30.
•'This road trip swing to Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky is known to Murray State Uni~ersity ns the "Dea th Valley" road trip, and is
pe-rformed by lhe volleyball team and both the
n"\eh's and women's basketball teams each seaso,n.
;::.\lthough the Racers may not have been playing to their potential, the women began their curt~~t two-game winning streak by defeating East~,rn Kentucky 3-0 (15-6, 15-10, 15-12).
:.... Jennifer Trame, sophomore from Highland, Ill.,
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New Orleans
Miami
Detroit
lndianapol is
N.Y. Jets
Philadelphia
Tennessee
Cleveland
Denver
Oakland
Atlanta
Carolina
Baltimore
Minnesota

Tennessee
Arizona
Denver
Oakland
N.Y. Giants
Carolina
Jacksonville
THmpa Buy

MSU

MSU

GAME
New Orleans at Chicago
Buffalo at Miami
Green Bay at Detroit
Indianapolis at New England
Pittsburgh at N.Y. Jets
Washington at Philadelphia
'Tennessee at Cincinnati
Cleveland nt Arizona
Denver at San Diego
Oakland at San Francisco
N.Y. GianL'i at Atlanta
Seattle at Carolina
Baltimore at Jacksonville
Tampa Bay at Minnesota

Chicago
Miami
Detroit
Indianapolis
N.Y. Jets
Washington
Tennessee
Ari10na
Denver
San Francisco
N.Y. Giants
Carolina
Minnesota

Chicago
Miami
Detroit
Indianapolis
N .Y. Jets
Washington
Tennessee
Ari1.ona
Denver
Oakland
N.Y. Giants
Carolina
Baltimore
Minnesota

MSU at UT-Martin

MSU

MSU

Baltimore

Chi~ago

Miami
Green Bay
Indianapolis
N.Y. Jets
wu~hington

Jason Billingsley/ The News
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and Meesa Olah, sophomore from Belleville, Ill.,
helped in leading the team over Eastern Kentucky as Trame had a team-high 15 digs and
three blocks. Olah had a match-high two aces
and 25 assists.
Carrie Potthast, freshman from St. Rosa, Ill.,
also contributed with 19 kills and three blocks,
and Jessica Wood, junior from Colorado Springs,
Colo., helped Murray record 11 kills.
Against Morehead, the Racers weren't as fortunate, losing in four games after prevailing in the
first.
The final score in the match was 15-8, 8-15, 815, 12-15. Statistics and information from the
match were unavailable from Morehead's athletic department.
Although Murray State is currently ranked
fifth in the OVC, the combined record of the
teams they have beaten is 3-27. In order to place
among the OVC's top six finishers and advance
into the conference tournament, the Racers arc
going to have to defeat teams in the upper half of
the conference.
''SEMO and Eastern Illinois are by far the top
two teams in the conference," Metti said. "But,
the battle for the next four spots is going to be a
dogfight. We play Tennessee Tech and then
Austin Peay, they are two teams in the same situation as us. We need to come out with wins in
order to put ourselves in good position to get
into the tournament . Hopefully some of our girls
will step up in these games and become leaders."
The Racers host Tennessee Tech on Saturday at
2 p.m. and Austin Peay on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
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From Page 1
The Stats
• Never has lived on campus
• Wore jeans, tennis shoes, plaid polo

The Results
Hart: The main entrance was propped open
with an ashtray barreL The east and back doors
were open. He followed a student into east
stairweU entr.tnee. The doors on the second
RYAN BROOKS
through seventh flOOrS were either propped
PHOTO EDITOR
open or unlocked. The north stairwell was
locked.
Springer: He walked past the front desk of the all-female col·
lege, smiling at the desk workers. The western door was ajar and
lback door was unlocked. The eastern door was locked.
Regents: All the outer doors, except the front door. were locked.
He walked past the desk \'ltorker and rode the elevator to the third
,floor. Exited through the south door, which onlr closed when .it
was slammed.
( White: He walked to the elevators with a nod from the front
desk worker. The right door was locked,lcft was not. ~esidence
din.>\'tor's private door in the back of Ute building was unlocked.
Accidentally opened the RD's private door in the back of the build·
ing before she chased him off.

The Stats
• Never has lived on campus
• Wore jeans, combat boots and sleeveless Tshirt
• Carried arm-load of books to some colleges

The Results

Richmond: A desk worker stopped her and ~
· -....,...,.~-_.
he asked her to sign in. She np<llogized nnd
IJSA WHEAT
old him she meant to go to Clark.
News EDITOR
Fr~nklin: She walked pa~t the desk worker.
went do.wn the hall and out the side door.
Eliubeth: She :signed in at front dt:Sk and walked around to
the elevator. On the way out, she accidentally opened the fire
escape door and set off alann. A desk worker came over and
pointed to another door. When signing out, the worker asked if
she gave him an ID. She told him he nt'!ver m;ked for it and lu!
said next time to give it to him and call soml.!one down to escort
her.
Clark: She walked past desk worker and went to the second
floor.

The Stats

• Has lived in residential colleges h'V"o years
• Wore green dress and san~ials
C.1rriec.i a bat.:kpack

~
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Hester: The outer door was locked, but she
followed a resident in the front door after he
swiped his card. Shl! walked past front desk
and around the college. Looked at some
M ELISSA
informational pamphlets and then walked
STONEBERGER
out the front door.
COllEGE liFE
Richmond: People gathering around the
EDITOR
front de.-;k got quiet as she walked by, but _
desk worker didn't protest as she walked down the hall. She
hung out in the first tloor study IQtmge and watched stHne
''Spfn City,," then walked back out the front door. The ~pie at
the front desk got quiet but didn't S•'Y anything to her.
Clark, Franklin and mizabeth: She went in front door and
walked into the r(.>Sidential colleges without .a word from the
front desk workers.
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SECURITY:
Hulick says RCs
develop policies

BAKER:
Internship filled
with busy days

From Page 1

From Page 1

door peep holes help secure residential colleges. But personal safety
is up to each student, she said.
"In my own home ... 1can't expect
the city to guarantee my safety,"
she said. "I have to act responsibly."
Hulick said each residential college develops its own visitor escort
policy.
"There's quite a bit of flexibility
there," she said, adding the housing
office would question a policy that
did not require visitor escorts.
Heather Allee, Springer College
RD, said the desk workers recognize those who live there, especially
because all the residents are
females.
"All the residents here pretty
much know that anyone who comes
here has to sign in so it's pretty easy
to enforce the policy," she said.
Regardless, "The Murray State
News" male staff member walked
into the all-girls college without
being asked to sign in o r call an
escort.
In addition, "The News" found
several outside doors propped open
or unlocked.
Racer Patrol and University
Police periodically check the doors
to ensure they are locked and not
propped open.
Ellen Grommet, freshman from
Chester, IU., said she experienced
one scare in Hart when a drunk
man came into the college. Despite
that incident, she thinks the college
is "pretty safe."
"But most (desk workers) don't
check people," she said.
Sara Galliher, freshman from
Edwardsville, IU., said security has
been inconsistent in Hart.
"They {checked for IDs) the first
few weeks, but not anymore," she
said.
Franklin RD Lisa Moore said she
can only instruct desk workers tocheck IDs on people they d on 't
know live in the college.
"I just tell my staff what to do,"
she said. "And I can't police them
24/7 to figure out if they're doing
it."

could be a fun career."
Baker's tenure as concerts
chair began in May 1999; and in
early fall of that year he signed
MTV to come to Murray. On
Oct. 27, 1999, the MTV Campus
Invasion Tour, featuring musical
acts Garbage and Lit, breached
Murray State's perimeters.
The concert was signed
th rough Mad Booking, a
Nashville-based "middle agent"
that books concerts for coUeges,
corporate events and festivals.
This was Baker's first opportunity to deal with Mad Booking's
President Marcie Allen.
In February 2000, Baker and
Allen crossed paths again dur·
ing Boston convention. The con·
versation developed into an
internship offer at Mad Booking.
"My first day on the job I met
the Ind igo Girls," Baker said.
"On the second day, my boss
called and asked me to drive to
Birmingham (Ala.) to d eliver
shirts to the Charlie Daniels
Band. I ended up hanging out
with Charlie Daniels, Hank
Williams Jr. and Kathy Mattea. I
was like 'Wow, this is my second day on the job. not too
bad."'
Baker said he made many connections
by working on
"Dancin' in the District," a
music festiva l in downtown
Nashville that was held every

ISSUES:
Bush, Gore differ
on Social Security
From Page 1
likely to see a UFO than to ever
see any Social Security benefits,"
Scott Douglas, executive director
for the Kentucky Bush/Cheney
campaign, said.
Bush's plan will allow yoWlg
people to divert $1 out of every
$6 from Social Security into the
investment vehicles of their

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$12- women • $10- men
MSU - 10°/o OFF

ana

Thursday during his internship. Widesp read Partie's agents
The festival p rovided a forum went to clubs with them while
for Baker to work with such working in Nashville, and Mad
bands as Sister Hazel, Stroke 9, Booking called Baker with a
Nine Days and Cowboy Mouth. choice of dates Murray State
Baker said he would get, to the could book Dogstar.
•
office around 9 a.m. to collect
Even connections made across
press clippings from Nashville telephone wires have proved
newspapers and entertainment fruitfuL
publications, such as "Rolling
"RSEC wanted to go in with
Stone" and "Billboard," of the us to do a good Homecoming
bands and festivals Mad Book· show, and they brought u p Sining dealt with on concerts.
bad," Baker said. "I h ad talked
Around 10 a.m., Baker said the · to Sinbad's agent over the phone
phones would start ringing and this summer, and once I started
the day would really begin.
talking to the agent, she remem"The calls from L.A. and New bered my name."
York would start coming in," he
He said Sinbad's original offer
said. "We would make bdck- was too expensive, but he was
stage passes, press releases and able to book the show for what
promotiona I returns and order Murray State had to offer in part
photos, bios and CDs o( bands. because of a connection he made
Then we would go to lunch."
by being polite over the phone
Allen had nothing but rave this summer.
reviews for her "righ t-hand
"You could have the worst
man."
CPA and the best personable
"(Curtis) was amazing with skills and you're in," Baker said.
the bands," she said. "He is very
jeanie Morgan, SGA adviser,
organized and very detailed ori· said Baker's charisma and folented. He is a cordial person and low through has added signifiknows h ow to handle pressure cantly to M urray State's bios·
situations."
soming reputation in the enterAllen recalled one instance tainment industry.
when Baker's cordial personali·
"He has brought more
ty helped her company avoid a respectability, and he knows
situation.
what to look for and what ques"We h ad Blues Traveler in tions to ask from whom," she
Atlanta, and found out the day said. "I intend to use Curtis
before they got there that a com· when he gets into the real
puter convention had taken a lJ world."
the hotel rooms," she said. "CurSGA
President
Michael
tis got on the phone and negoti- Thorne said Baker's success will
ated rooms from a hotel that was leave large shues to be filJ(~d
completely sold out. He was when he graduates in December.
savvy."
"Curtis has raised the bar,"
Connections Baker made over Thome said. " I feel sorry for his
the summer have paid off in the successor, for the expectations
fall for Murray State. Baker met he'll have to live up to.''

choice. C urrently, Social Security
yields 2 percent returns, while
certificates of deposit, which
carry no risk, yield 4 percent. By
allowing people to invest Social
Security U1emselves, they can at
least double their gains, Douglas
said.
"As people- who are graduating from college this year and
moving into retirement in 40 or
50 yedrs, they will have a larger
nest egg," he said.
Democrats believe Social Security should instead be put under
a "lock box." Gore's plan would

reinvest the interest from Social
Security returns in Social Security, making the fWld last longer
while relying on continued budget surpluses to boost the fund as
needed.
The majority of the budget surplus would help pay down the
national aebt.
"AI Gore has p ledged to pay
off the budget deficit by 2012,"
Bt'Cton said. "That would mean
lower college loan rates, lower
mortgage rates when (students)
are trying to buy a house, lower
c.1r loan rates."
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Tues. 9 Oct. 10
Room 402 of the Business Buildine
Meeting will begin at 3:30 P.m.
Pizza and drinks will be Provided
Guest sPeaker
T he club is not rest r ic t e d t o
business majo rs .
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.250 FREE ch ecks
.....
+ 6 months FREE checking. or
+1 2 months FREE checking with
direct deposit
+ $5 to you for old checks & ATM cards
+ FREE "no-hassle" account transfer
4 0 5 S. 12 th S t .

Phone
753-5626
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~1Bank
Murray
The

A Better Way OJBanking

G:t Equal Housing Lender • Member FDIC

''Do-vvnto-vvn. Paducah's Ladies Boutique"
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Featuring lifestyle clothing & a ccessories .
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800 Chestnut St

753-8850
Fax 759·1 013
Genuine Nissan Parts and Service
Sales and Leasing
34 Years in the Same Location
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Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6

1-5
Sunday

INSIDE

OUTSIDE
Savings Up To

F RIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

Outside ...

Inside ...

You'll Find All Merchandise On
Our Sidewalks Reduced

You'll Find STOREWIDE SAVINGS including
New Fall and Holiday Arrivals, On Sale
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UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT STREET
' Open. Mon .-Fri. 9 p.m. -6 p.m.,
Sal. 9·.'5, Sun. 1-5
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